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The Congress has taken the
Rajasthan crisis as an exis-

tential challenge to democracy
and decided to hold a coun-
trywide protest on Monday
even as Chief Minister Ashok
Gehlot sent a second proposal
to Governor Kalraj Mishra for
convening an Assembly session
from July 31. The agenda for
the session is to discuss the
Covid-19 situation in the State,
and there is no mention of the
floor test in it.

The Rajasthan Governor
had turned down the earlier
proposal sent by the Chief
Minister for holding an
Assembly session on the
ground that it didn’t cite any
reason for convening the
House and it was not justified
when the State was reeling
under a pandemic.

Unlike in the case of
Madhya Pradesh where the
Congress tamely accepted the
demise of the Kamal Nath
Government, the party is gear-
ing up for an all-out war against
the BJP and the Modi
Government against the
attempt to destabilise the
Gehlot regime in Rajasthan.

Party leaders feel that the
Centre has unleashed all the
probe agencies and is misusing
the office of the Governor as
part of the conspiracy to top-
ple the Gehlot Government,
and if they didn’t fight it out no
Opposition Government will
survive in the country.

Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi said democracy in the
country will function in accor-
dance with the Constitution and
echo the voice of the people, who
will reject the BJP’s “conspiracy
of deceit and deception”.

He was participating in
the Congress’
“SpeakUpForDemocracy”
online campaign to expose
what it called the designs of the
BJP to topple the Gehlot
Government and other State
Governments run by
Opposition parties. 

A large number of party
leaders participated in the dig-
ital campaign.

Hitting out at the Centre,
Congress leader Abhishek
Singhvi said, “While there’s a

complete call for Covid mea-
sures around the country, we
have a Central Government
and State Opposition in
Rajasthan which has convert-
ed it into a 24x7 activity to
ensure the downfall of a duly
elected Government. This
shows their priorities. Is it
conceivable that any Governor
will refuse or delay the meet-
ing of an Assembly which may
have a numbers test?”

Singhvi, who represented
Rajasthan Assembly Speaker in
the High Court, went on to
add, “Suppose the Rajasthan
High Court holds in favour of
the State Government of
Rajasthan or Speaker or Sachin
Pilot, will it affect the
Governor’s power to call the

Assembly under 174? The ref-
erence to a minimum of 21
days notice reflects the moti-
vated nature of the Governor’s
queries. Innumerable sessions
have been called at a week’s or
even five days’ notice.”

Sources said the Congress
is divided over fighting out a
legal battle in the Supreme
Court after senior leader Kapil
Sibal expressed dismay over the
way Rajasthan HC handled
the matter related to the
Speaker’s power. Sibal even
said if the court ignored judi-
cial precedence this way, the
lawyers will have to look for
other professions.

Sources said some leaders
within the Congress are in
favour of withdrawing the SLP

in the Supreme Court and
fight a political battle across the
country. The Congress filed a
petition in the SC against the
Rajasthan HC order restraining
the Assembly Speaker from
acting on disqualification
notice served on the MLAs of
the Sachin Pilot camp. The
apex court will hear the issue
on Monday.

Senior Congress leader Ajay
Maken, meanwhile, slammed
the Modi Government, said, “It
has never happened before that
a democratically-elected
Government wants to hold an
Assembly session but is not
being allowed to do so. The is
a constitutional crisis and mur-
der of democracy.”

“Instead of fighting the
pandemic and the Chinese at
the border, the Narendra Modi-
led Government is busy fight-
ing the Rajasthan Government. 

“The Governor must call
for an immediate session to
enable the Government to
work smoothly,” Maken said. 

In Jaipur, Congress nation-
al spokesperson Randeep Singh
Surjewala said that the BJP’s
conspiracy to kill democracy in
broad daylight in Madhya
Pradesh and now in Rajasthan
has been exposed.

“Is democracy a slave of the
Delhi Durbar? Is the majority
a puppet in Delhi’s 
hands? Doesn’t the rule of vote
matter? If not, then raise your
voice,” he said.

Chief Minister Ashok
Gehlot has warned that if
Governor Kalraj Mishra didn’t
convene the Assembly he
would take the protest to Delhi
in front of Prime Minister’s res-
idence.
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As Covid-19 takes rural
areas in its grip, the Centre

is mulling to make it manda-
tory for all PG medical students
of 2018-19 batch to have one-
year compulsory rural services
in its medical colleges in the
country.

Sources in the Union
Health Ministry said the
Medical Council of India is
considering a proposal in this
regard and will soon take a
decision on it.

States, like Telangana,
which admitted of communi-
ty transmission in the State,
have already taken such an ini-
tiative and made it compulso-
ry for all Post Graduate (PG)
medical students of 2018-19
batch to have one-year services
in Government medical col-
leges in the State.

The aim is to have trained
healthcare workers in view of
the Covid-19 pandemic in the
rural areas where the healthcare
system is almost on the brink.

Sources in the Union
Health Ministry said the Covid-
19 infections have started to
increase in towns and districts
in various States which is quite
worrisome. More so when the
health infrastructure in many
areas is dismal with not many
doctors posted at the PHCs
even for the basic services.

“Making the PG Students
mandatorily work at the rural

services aims to meet the
demand supply gap at this
time when Covid-19 has taken
toll on over 32,000 lives and
infected over 13 lakh people,”
the sources said.

The Ministry said doctors

are needed for timely detection
and transfer of patients. As of
May 2020, there are 542 med-
ical colleges and 64 stand alone
PG Institutes in India whose
qualifications are recognised by
the Medical Council of India.
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Delhi has recorded a 44 per
cent decline in the number

of Covid-19 deaths in early July
as compared to early June, the
Delhi Government said on
Sunday. The city recorded 605
deaths due to the viral disease
between July 1 and 12 as
against 1,089 fatalities during
the same period in June,
according to an analysis carried
out by the Health Department.

The Delhi Government’s
Covid-19 hospitals saw a 58 per
cent reduction in death – from
361 in early June to 154 in early
July, it said. The Central
Government Covid-19 hospi-
tals saw a 55 per cent reduction
in number of deaths, while pri-
vate Covid hospitals witnessed
a 25 per cent decline.

Hospital-wise analysis of
data revealed that total deaths
vis-à-vis total admissions in the
Central Government’s RML
Hospital dropped from 81 per
cent in June to 58 per cent in
July, according to the Delhi
Health Department. 

In Safdarjung Hospital the
number of deaths vis-a-vis
total admissions dropped from
40 per cent in June to 31 per
cent in July. 

In LNJP Hospital the rate
dropped from 28 per cent in
early June to 16 per cent in
early July, it said. 
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Pakistan tried to “backstab”
India despite its attempts to

keep friendly relations, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi said
in his tribute to the Armed
forces on the 21st anniversary
of “Kargil war” who he said
won the war against the enemy
perched at advantageous icy
Kargil heights in Ladakh. 

In his monthly radio
address “Mann ki Baat”, Modi
while  focussing on Pakistan’s
Kargil “misadventure” and
brave response of Indian Army
, also spoke about the coron-
avirus situation, Assam and
Bihar floods and how efforts
undertaken by people to bring
a positive change.

Prime Minister began by
remembering the martyrs of
the Kargil war that was
declared over on July 26, 1999. 

“The world witnessed the
valour of Indian soldiers,” he
said, adding, “Friends, at that
point in time, I, too, was
blessed with the opportunity to
go to Kargil and witness the
gallantry of our jawans. That
day is one of the most precious
moments of my life.”

“Pakistan undertook this
misadventure with sinister
plans to capture India’s land
and to divert its ongoing inter-
nal conflicts.

“Pakistan had the audaci-
ty of trying to occupy Indian
soil and deviate attention from
its own internal unrest,” he said.

“At the time, India was
trying for improve relations
with Pakistan. But as it is said,
evil’s nature is to fight everyone

without reason. People of this
nature can only think of doing
evil even to those who try to do
them good. That’s why Pakistan
backstabbed India despite
India’s attempts at cordial rela-
tions,” he said.

“You can imagine, the
enemy was perched high on the

mountains while our forces
were fighting them from below.
But the high morale and true
of our forces won against
mountains,” he added.

“Thanks to the courage of
our Armed forces, India
showed great strength in
Kargil,” said Modi, recalling his
own visit to the area.

“Kargil Diwas” is celebrat-
ed every year, marking the day
the Indian Army recaptured all
the Indian posts in Ladakh’s
Kargil that had been occupied
by Pakistan’s army 21 years ago.
India lost 500 braves in the lim-
ited conflict with Pakistan.

Speaking about coron-
avirus pandemic, the Prime
Minister urged people to spare
a thought for the frontline
workers before removing their
masks in public. 

Continued on Page 2
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Uttar Pradesh and Bihar
have  joined the list of

some of the  worst-affected
States like Maharashtra, Tamil
Nadu, Delhi, and Karnataka as
India’s  Covid-19 count crossed
14 lakh mark on Sunday.

Both UP and Bihar, which
were  able to play down the  true
extent of the pandemic by inad-
equate  testing, have finally
come to terms with the reality.
On Sunday Bihar recorded
2,605 cases, which took its over-
all count to 38,919 cases and 249
fatalities. On the other hand, UP
recorded 3,246 positive cases
and 39 deaths. UP has now

66,988 cases and 1,426 death.
Bihar carried out just

around 10,000   tests at an aver-
age during the last couple of
days,  whereas the number of
positive cases stood at around
2,600-2,800. Such a high pos-

itivity rate will have few paral-
lels across the globe.  The
weekly growth of cases in Bihar
is 7 per cent way above 1 per-
cent of Delhi and 3 per cent of
Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu.

Uttar Pradesh has now

increased its testing and on
Saturday it carried out as many
as 57,000 tests. But on the yard-
stick of test per on million, the
State is way behind Delhi,
Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu ,
Andhra Pradesh and many
other States.

Delhi remained on course
to flatten the corona curve as
the national Capital recorded
1,106 cases and 21 deaths. This
is far less a number than what
the city was recording two
weeks ago.  Delhi has so far
recorded 13,606 cases and
3,827 deaths. The city has just
11,904 active cases and near-
ly 75 per cent of its Covid beds
are vacant in the Government
hospitals. 

Maharashtra recorded
9,000-plus Covid-19 infections
for the fourth consecutive day
on Sunday, as 9,431 people test-
ed positive, while 267 people
died of the pandemic in vari-
ous parts of the State. 

After it recorded the high-
est-ever 10,576 infections on
July 22 and witnessed 9,895,
9,615 and 9,251 cases on July
23, 24 and 25 respectively,
Maharashtra logged 9,431 new
infected cases, taking the total
number of positive cases to
3,75,799.

With fresh 267 fatalities,
the total number of deaths in
the State mounted to 13656.
There has been a substantial
number of deaths for the past
one week. 
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Bihad areas of Chambal-
Gwalior belt, a unique geo-

graphical feature having gullies
up to 15-20 feet deep which
once used to be hideouts of
dreaded dacoits, will turn into
prairie grassland for agriculture
and a hub of ecotourism.

The Ministry of
Agriculture in collaboration
with the World Bank has decid-
ed to convert a large area of
ravines in Gwalior-Chambal
belt into arable land and a pre-
liminary report for the same
will be prepared in a month. 

According to Union
Agriculture Minister Narendra
Singh Tomar, three lakh hectare

of Bihad areas that are rugged
land not cultivable will be
brought under agriculture pur-
poses. Tomar held a virtual
meeting with World Bank offi-
cials, Madhya Pradesh, scien-
tists, Vice-Chancellor of
Rajmata Vijayaraje Scindia
Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya,
Gwalior and other stakehold-
ers to this effect. 

The Chambal-Gwalior
ravines that consist of sharp,
steep, mud hillocks stretch
across three States — Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan and 
Uttar Pradesh. 

It covers the districts of
Baran, Kota, Sawai Madhopur,
Karauli, and Dholpur districts
of Rajasthan, parts of Agra,

Firozabad, Etawah, 
Auriya and Jalaun districts of
UP and Bhind, Morena and
Sheopur districts of Madhya
Pradesh. 

This is not the first time a
plan has been floated to cull out
something useful from the
ravines. Earlier, the Centre had
launched a mega ravine recla-
mation project in 1971.

Till a decade ago, guns
were a way of life here and the
farmaans (diktats) of baaghis
— local parlance for dacoits —
were the law of the land in areas
like Udi, Chakarpur and
Dibhauli Ghat. The names and
deeds of Maan Singh, Malkhan
Singh, Phakkad, Lala Ram,
Vikram Mallah, Phoolan Devi

and Nirbhay Gujjar are still
spoken in awe here, particularly
at poll time. The Chambal-
Gwalior ravines are known for
infertile terrain, water scarcity
and frequent droughts.
Farming was almost impossi-
ble, especially for the poor
and those on the lowest rung of
the caste ladder.

“After preparation of 
the initial report, subsequent
meetings will be held with the
Chief Minister of Madhya
Pradesh for further course of
action,” Tomar  said.

In addition, a Chambal
Expressway will be built to pass
through this area and help
overall development of the
region,” he added. 
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Witnessing the biggest sin-
gle day spike on 534

cases on Sunday, Punjab
breached not only 13,000-
mark in terms of total positive
cases in the state, but also sur-
passed 300-figure in terms of
total casualties in the state
with 534 fresh cases and 15
deaths recorded in the past 24
hours.

With this huge surge, the
State’s Covid-19 tally stood at
13,218, with a total 306 patients

succumbing to the deadly con-
tagion.

Ludhiana accounts for the
highest number of cases and
deaths reported on Sunday
with 95 fresh infections and
five deaths in a day. The
remaining deaths were report-
ed from Amritsar, Gurdaspur,
and Ropar (two each), and one
each from Jalandhar, SAS
Nagar (Mohali), Bathinda and
SBS Nagar (Nawanshahr).

Besides Ludhiana, Patiala
reporting whopping 83 cases,
followed by 70 from Jalandhar,

45 from Amritsar, 42 from
Hoshiarpur, 28 from Mohali,
27 from Bathinda, 24 from
Fazilka, 17 from Sangrur, 16
from Gurdaspur, 15 from Tarn
Taran, 12 each from Ferozepur
and Pathankot, 10 from
Fatehgarh Sahib, nine from
Barnala, seven from 
Rupnagar, six each from
Kapurthala and Mansa, four
from SBS Nagar, two each
from Muktsar and Moga and
one from Faridkot.

Continued on Page 2
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Haryana Deputy Chief
Minister Dushyant

Chautala on Sunday said that
the State Government’s plan to
set up a medical college in
every district has gained
momentum and it is now Sirsa’s
turn.

“In Haryana, the day is not
far when people will get better
health and medical facilities
within their home districts,”
Dushyant said while redressing
the grievances of people at
Sirsa. He said that a Medical
College would be constructed
on the land of Agriculture
Department in front of
Chaudhary Devi Lal University

in Sirsa. A proposal has already
been sent to the Agriculture
Department for providing land
for this purpose.

The State Government has
accorded approval for the set-
ting up of three new medical
colleges in Haryana of which
one would come up in Sirsa, he
said.
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To make houses available on
affordable prices to the

lower and lower middle income
families in the state, Punjab
Housing and Urban
Development Department on
Sunday notified affordable
colony policy.

The Policy has been for-
mulated to encourage the pro-
moters to opt for small size res-
idential plotted and flatted
development, so that affordable
plots and houses could be
made available to the weaker
strata of the society, said the
state Housing and Urban
Development Minister
Sukhbinder Singh Sarkaria.

Sarkaria said that the Chief
Minister Capt Amarinder
Singh led Punjab Government
is committed to fulfill the
housing needs of the residents
of the state, especially the eco-

nomically deprived section, 
so the Government has for-
mulated the affordable colony
policy.

Moreover, in wake of eco-
nomic crisis due to COVID-19
pandemic, the need to provide
affordable housing to the lower
and lower middle income
group families had become all
the most important, he said.

“Notably, the affordable
colony policy is applicable to all
the areas developed or
approved by the Department of
Housing and Urban
Development, and to residen-
tial and mixed land use zones
in master plans as well as up to
an area of three kms around
municipal limit situated outside
master plan,” said the Minister.

Talking about various con-
ditions laid for developing an
affordable colony, the Minister
said that minimum of five
acres are required for plotted or

mixed plotted colony, while for
the purpose of developing
group housing exclusively, two
acres of area is required.

For areas under SAS Nagar
Master Plan, minimum 25
acres and 10 acres and for New
Chandigarh Master Plan min-
imum 100 acres and five acres
are required respectively.

Taking into consideration
the interests of those, who opt
for residing in an affordable
colony, Sarkaria said that the
State Government has laid sev-
eral conditions to be fulfilled by

the promoter interested in set-
ting up such a project.

The maximum plot size for
construction of affordable
houses has been capped at 150
square yards, while for eco-
nomically weaker section, it
will be 100 square yards.

“To cater the recreational
needs of the residents, the
developer will be required to
make adequate provision of
parks in the project and a
community centre and com-
mercial area shall be kept
reserved to fulfill the social and

daily needs of the residents. All
these facilities have been pro-
visioned in the project to pro-
vide modern state of the art liv-
ing facilities to the residents,”
said the Minister.

INCENTIVES OFFERED
UNDER AFFORDABLE
COLONY POLICY

Punjab Government has
offered several incentives in the
policy for the developers, who
would volunteer to set up an
affordable colony.

The developers will be free
to sell the EWS units without
restrictions of Punjab
Apartment and Property
Regulation Act-1995. In the
policy, otherwise applicable to
setting up of colonies, the
developer is required to hand
over the EWS houses or plots
to the concerned Special
Development Authority for

further selling the same. While
in case of colonies, normally,
the permitted saleable area
stands at 55 percent, develop-
ers of an affordable colony
will get 60 percent of the effec-
tive site area for development.

In case, the colonizer wants
to develop Group Housing,
the maximum ground coverage
will be 35 percent of effective
site area and maximum FAR
(floor area ratio) shall be 1:3 of
the effective site area.

The developer shall be
required to keep 10 percent of
the total number of residential
flats reserved for sale as EWS.
No density norms shall be
applicable to these colonies.

For effective implementa-
tion of the policy, the power of
competent authority to grant
licence of these colonies has
also been conferred upon
DTCP (Directorate of Town
and Country Planning).
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Himachal Chief Minister Jai
Ram Thakur on Sunday

participated in the Kargil Vijay
Diwas programme organized
in Mandi district through video
conferencing from Shimla and
inaugurated Martyr Memorial
built at Indira Market in Mandi
at a cost of �15 lakh. 

This memorial is dedicat-
ed to the martyr’s of 1962, 1965
and 1971 and Kargil war of
1999 and the names of all the
martyrs are inscribed on this
monument. The Chief Minister
said that the work of phase-2 of
this Martyr Memorial will be
started soon.

Thakur paid tribute to all
the martyr’s on the occasion of
Kargil Vijay Diwas and said
that this day is dedicated to

those martyrs who have sacri-
ficed their life for the nation.
Under the strong will power
and vibrant leadership of the
then Prime Minister Late Atal
Bihari Vajpayee, the soldiers of
India responded to the nefari-
ous designs of Pakistan in
Kargil. This day of 26th July is
observed in the entire nation as
Kargil Vijay Diwas.

He said Himachal Pradesh
is known for the valor, gallantry
and sacrifices of its soldiers. In
the Operation Vijay brave sol-
diers of the state presented their
valor and 52 soldiers were
martyred.

Till date, 1096 brave sol-
diers of the state have received
gallantry awards. 1246 valiant
soldiers of the state made
supreme sacrifices  for pro-
tecting the mother land. Major
Somnath Sharma, who received
the first highest gallantry
award, Param Vir Chakra was
from Himachal Pradesh. In
Kargil war, Captain Vikram
Battara was awarded
Paramveer Chakra posthu-
mously and Rifleman Sanjay
Kumar was also awarded
Paramveer Chakra for distin-
guished acts of valour during
Kargil war.

Thakur said that besides
the financial assistance of Rs.
five lakh to each families of 52

martyred soldiers, government
employment to one depen-
dents of the families of 44
martyrs has also been provid-
ed. Financial assistance has
also been provided to the dis-
abled soldiers in this war and
employment has been given to
the nine disabled soldiers.

The Chief Minister said
that the State Government has
provided salary benefits to the
ex-servicemen on the basis of
service period in the army. 

He said that the govern-
ment would also make neces-
sary efforts to fill the backlog
of ex-servicemen. 

He said that the renovation
of Saurabh Van Vihar at
Palampur would be done for
which adequate funds will be
made available. He said that the
Sainik Welfare Board would be
strengthened for the welfare of
Ex-servicemen.

Sainik Welfare and Jal
Shakti Minister Mahender
Singh Thakur said that the
brave soldiers of the state made
their supreme sacrifice for the
welfare of the country during
every war. He said that to
recruit youngsters in the army,
a State level pre-coaching acad-
emy is being setup in
Barchhwad of Sarkaghat in
Mandi district.
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Himachal Governor
Bandaru Dattatraya on

Sunday interacted with the
Kargil war heroes of the Naga
regiment at Raj Bhavan on the
occasion of Kargil Vijay Divas.

Speaking on the occasion,
he congratulated the Indian
army on this special day, point-
ing out that  Kargil victory was
fantabulous in which the brave
soldiers of the Indian army
showed their valor and great
commitment towards safe-
guarding the frontiers of the
nation. He said that the people
of the country would always be
indebted towards the army for
its sacrifices and commitment
for national security.

Dattatraya said Himachal
Pradesh is known as Dev
Bhoomi and Veer Bhoomi and
every household has a soldier. In
the Kargil war, the soldiers of the
state showed their courage and
valor and 52 soldiers gave their
supreme sacrifice to safeguard
the frontiers of the nation. He
said that 15 soldiers from
Kangra district alone and 11
from Mandi district were mar-
tyred. Seven soldiers each from
Hamirpur and Bilaspur dis-
tricts, four from Shimla district,
two from Una and one each
from Chamba and Kullu dis-

tricts were martyred. 
The heroes of Himachal

were awarded with two Param
Vir Chakras, five Vir Chakras,
nine Sena Medals, one Yudh
Seva Medal, two Uttam Yudh
Sena Medals and two soldiers
with Mention-in-Dispatches.
Captain Vikram Batra from
Palampur was posthumously
awarded the Paramveer
Chakra. The second Paramvir
Chakra was received by
Subedar Sanjay Kumar, a resi-
dent of Bilaspur.

The Kargil war heroes of
the Naga regiment shared their
experiences of the war and
apprised the Governor about
the adverse conditions they
had to face while capturing the
point 4875 peak situated at

around 17000 feet height. They
informed that 15 soldiers of the
regiment sacrificed their lives
during this aggression. The
Naga regiment received 13
individual awards including
Veer Chakra for its bravery in
this war.

He honoured the Kargil
war heroes on this occasion
including Subedar Major Visale
Lenu, Subedar Madan Mohan
Pandey, Subedar Kenneth Anal,
Naib Subedar Hemant Bisht,
Naib Subedar Basant Chhetri
and Havildar Pushkar Singh.

The Naga regiment also
presented a unit memento to the
Governor on this occasion and
expressed gratitude towards
him for interacting and hon-
ouring them on the Kargil Day.
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Announcing that the
Congress party would

launch a nationwide awareness
campaign against erosion of
democracy by the BJP, Punjab
party chief Sunil Jakhar on
Sunday called upon all the
party functionaries to partici-
pate in the same.

Jakhar has asked all the
party workers and leaders to
share their videos against BJP’s
“anti-democratic thinking” on
social media so that the people
could be made aware of the
truth and mobilized against the
dictatorial mind-set of the saf-
fron party.

“BJP, led by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, is killing
democracy by destabilizing the
State Governments of opposi-

tion parties in a bid to seize
power,” said Jakhar adding that
after eroding democracy in
Goa and Madhya Pradesh, BJP
was now following the same
dirty tricks in Rajasthan.

Describing it a “threat to
the country’s federal struc-
ture”, Jakhar warned that
Congress party would not
remain silent against the BJP’s
bullying.

“Our great freedom fight-
ers had gifted us with democ-
racy after a long struggle; it was
unfortunate for the BJP playing
with it,” he said.

Jakhar said that the 
BJP did not care about the
Constitution nor did it care
about the high democratic val-
ues of the country.

. “BJP is turning blind in
the lure of power and wants to

seize it by any means,” he said.
Claiming that the Gehlot

Government in Rajasthan was
doing a great job in the time of
COVID-19 crisis but Central
Government, he said that BJP
leaders were indulging in the
buying and selling of MLAs.
BJP leaders’ policy of intimi-
dation and abusing the consti-
tutional position of the
Governor was a way to get
votes to overthrow the gov-
ernment elected by people, he
added.

“The manner in which the
Governor is not convening the
assembly session at the request
of the Chief Minister in viola-
tion of the constitutional norms
made it clear that he was ignor-
ing democracy with the con-
currence of the Central
Government,” he said.
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Continuing its campaign to combat Covid-19
under Mission Fateh, Punjab Government

on Sunday decided to provide plasma to private
hospitals from government’s Plasma Bank at a
reasonable cost.

Private hospitals, treating Covid-19 patients,
were demanding to provide plasma from the day
of establishment of plasma bank, said the
spokesperson of the Department of 
Medical Education and Research, adding that
after deliberation with experts of the field, the
State Government has decided to provide plas-
ma to these private hospitals at a cost of Rs
20,000 per unit.

Spokesperson also clarified that plasma
would be made available free of cost to the

patients undergoing treatment in the
Government hospitals of Punjab.

Notably, the state’s first Plasma Bank was
inaugurated online by the state Medical
Education and Research Minister OP Soni on
July 21 at Government Medical College and
Rajindra Hospital at Patiala.
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He said the recovery rate in
the country is one of the best
worldwide. “Our fatality rate is
much less than in most other
countries. We are able to save
the lives of lakhs of people, but
the threat of coronavirus is not
over yet. It is spreading fast in
many areas, we need to remain
vigilant,” said Modi.

The Prime Minister cited
the example of   Balbir Kaur,
sarpanch of 
Trewa who built a 30-bed quar-
antine facility that not only
helped coronavirus patients
but also helped in generating
employment.

Giving a boost to “vocal for
local” initiative, Modi said
“Raksha Bandhan” is the right
time to support local busi-
nesses. 

“The joy of celebrating fes-
tivals increases when it helps
expand the business of people
in our society, in our neigh-
bourhood,” he said.
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Among the fresh cases, 207
have the contact history, includ-
ing 19 Border Security Force
(BSF) troopers in Hoshiarpur;
and 17 have the travel history
to other states or countries, even
as the state health authorities
are yet to compile the details of
all the cases reported from
Jalandhar.

Of the remaining, 237 pos-
itive cases have no travel or con-
tact history and categorized as
“new” cases, including 38 cops,
13 healthcare workers, none
frontline workers, six jail
inmates, one Border Security
Force personnel, besides 56
with the Influenza-like Illness
(ILI), 32 from the out-patient
department (OPD), three with
Severe Acute Respiratory Illness

(SARI), among others.
Among the 38 police per-

sonnel tested positive, one
police official has been afflict-
ed from contagion in Amritsar,
eight cops from Gurdaspur, six
from Mohali, five from
Ludhiana, three each from
Patiala, Tarn Taran, and Fazilka;
two each from Barnala and
Ropar; and one from Fatehgarh
Sahib.

As many 513 new patients
— 225 from Patiala, 182 from
Ludhiana, 31 from Amritsar, 29
from Faridkot, 11 from SAS
Nagar (Mohali), seven from
Pathankot, six from Fazilka,
four each from SBS Nagar
(Nawanshahr), Ferozepur and
Fatehgarh Sahib, two each from
Gurdaspur, Moga, Bathinda,
Muktsar, and one each from
Hoshiarpur and Tarn Taran—
were discharged on Sunday,

taking the total number of
recoveries to 8,810 at the rate of
67 percent.

With this, the State now has
4102 active cases — 31 percent
of the total positive cases — of
which 105 patients are on oxy-
gen support, while 20 are crit-
ical and on ventilator support.

Ludhiana continued to top
the COVID-19 tally with 2,415
cases, followed by 2,009 in
Jalandhar, 1,539 in Amritsar,
1,377 in Patiala, 941 in Sangrur,
707 in Mohali, 493 in
Hoshiarpur, 378 in Gurdaspur,
323 in Pathankot, 295 in SBS
Nagar, 296 in Ferozepur, 287 in
Bathinda, 286 in Fatehgarh
Sahib, 277 in Tarn Taran, 267 in
Moga, 259 in Faridkot, 232 in
Fazilka, 204 in Muktsar, 203 in
Rupnagar, 201 in Kapurthala,
126 in Barnala and 103 in
Mansa.
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Education was famously
known as a recession-proof

occupation until the COVID-
19 pandemic hit the country in
the month of March.

As the pandemic triggered
lockdown has jolted the coun-
try’s economy, the private
coaching centres which help
prepare students for various
competitive exams are also
severely hit. Not only the new
batches of students scheduled
to begin in the months of
April and May were halted
but the classes of ongoing
batches were also suspended
due to the lockdown.

From huge financial losses
to abrupt transition from con-
ventional offline learning to
online platforms, the coaching
centres have faced a series of
challenges over the past four
months during the pandemic.

Every year, thousands of
students from the city and
neighboring states enroll them-

selves in private coaching insti-
tutions in Chandigarh to pre-
pare for highly competitive
exams like NEET,FIIT-JEE,
NET, GATE, CA, CS, CLAT,
UPSC among others.

The students’ enrollment
has however declined by 50 to
70 percent due to the COVID-
19 induced lockdown restric-
tions in the city.

KK Sharma, Director,
Divine Group of Institutions,
Chandigarh told The Pioneer,
“The students’ intake in our
various coaching academies
during this session has declined
by around 60 percent. The
classes of batches which began
in January were suspended
due to the COVID-19 in March
and the new batch scheduled to
begin in May-June witnessed
huge decline in students’ enrol-
ment.”

Divine Group of
Institutions in Sector 36 here is
giving coaching for Civil
Services exams, CLAT,
Judiciary entrance exams and
others. We have a team of 30-

35 teachers and more than
400 students are enrolled for
preparation of different
entrance examinations, Sharma
shared.

We, off course, faced many
challenges in the past four
months as our business was
severely hit due to COVID-19.
The transition from offline to
online learning platforms was
not easy at all. 

It required additional
expenses even as our revenue
has decreased by around 40
percent.

E-learning posed a chal-
lenge to both teachers and stu-
dents as both are at their native
places and there remains a
disparity in internet access, be
it related to internet speed, elec-
tricity, availability of devices
like computers, laptops or
smartphones, he said.

Many entrance tests have
been postponed and the situa-
tion remains uncertain.  The
students have to attend online
classes for four-five hours every
day and it is leading to health

and psychological challenges
for many of them, he added.

In terms of economic
impact, Sharma said, 

“It’s been more than four
months now since the coach-
ing institutions have not been
opened. While we have moved
to online classes, we still have
to pay huge rent for existing
facilities where classes used to
be held before pandemic. We
have to pay salaries to teachers
also.”

With many students opt-
ing not to get enrolled in
coaching centres and many
others going back to their
native place, most of the coach-
ing institutions have reported
40 to 50 percent downfall in
their businesses.

On an average, the coach-
ing institutions charge yearly
fees between �70000 to �1
lakh for various coaching pro-
grammes.

In Chandigarh, the school-
going students and graduates
from the city itself and neigh-
boring states of Punjab,

Haryana, and Himachal take
admissions in various coaching
centres every year. But when
the country was placed under
a lockdown in the month of
March, the classes were post-
poned indefinitely and with
partial lifting of restrictions
later, thousands of students
had returned to their home
towns from the city.

Now, one of the biggest
worries for the coaching insti-
tutions remains whether the
students would return to the
learning centres at all amid
safety concerns due to COVID-
19.

Jitain Gupta, Senior
Manager, Allen Career
Institute, Chandigarh said, “In
our institution, the students’
enrolment has dropped by
around 50 percent during this
session. The admissions were in
progress when the lockdown
restrictions were imposed.”

“The Allen Institute is
catering to the students from
tricity, Punjab, Haryana and
Himachal Pradesh who have

enrolled for the preparation of
JEE, NEET and other compet-
itive exams,” he said.

Notably, a curfew, which
was imposed on March 24 in
the city to ensure social dis-
tancing, was lifted on May 3
midnight by the
Administration and a series of
relaxations were announced
under unlock 2.0 starting July
1 in Chandigarh.  After this, the
markets, offices, hospitality
sector, religious places across
the city have re-opened.

At present, there is a com-
plete ban on academic, social,
political, sports, entertainment,
cultural, religious functions
and other large congregations
in the city, as per Government
of India’s guidelines.

While the government’s
bid to stem the spread of
COVID-19 has ushered in a
new era of e-learning, pushing
both teachers and students out
of their comfort zones, both are
still struggling to make the
online learning process effi-
cient and effective.

Speaking about switch-
ing over to e-learning, Jitain
said, “Fortunately, Allen
Institut ion had already
planned to start online class-
es so the transition from
offline to online classes was
not a difficult task for us.
However, the students are yet
not compatible with the e-
learning process even as they
have access to Zoom, Google
and other online platforms.”

“As the e-learning is the
only option now, we are trying
to make the learning process
easier for our students.
Recorded lectures, both digital
and printed study material is
provided to the students and a
live interactive session between
students and teachers is held to
clear their doubts. We are also
holding parent-teacher meet-
ings online to address the con-
cerns of students and parents,”
he added.

Sharing his experience,
Tarun Garg, Managing
Director, GATE Revolution
Institute said, “The COVID-19

pandemic has proved to be an
unprecedented game-changer
in the education sector.  With
the transition into online teach-
ing and learning mode, the
coaching institutions are now
faced with new challenges.
Accountability and consisten-
cy is not easy to achieve in
online mode as more than 50
percent students need an extra
push to prepare for competitive
exams.”

“We used to have 60 stu-
dents in our offline batches
which are reduced to 35 in
online classes. Overall, our
students’ enrolment has
declined by about 70 percent
due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic,” he said.

The coaching institutions
are severely hit due to pan-
demic and many are on the
verge of shutdown, Tarun said
while adding that the Union
Government or local authori-
ties should provide assistance
to revive the education sector
by giving moratoriums and
interest free loans.
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With 794 fresh COVID-19
cases, Haryana on

Sunday witnessed another big
spike in positive cases in the last
24 hours. The state’s count
crossed 31000-mark and the
total tally stood at 31332.

Three more people suc-
cumbed to the COVID-19 in

the last 24 hours in the state.
One death each was reported in
Hisar, Kurukshetra and
Panchkula taking the total toll
to 392 in the state.

Notably, Haryana had wit-
nessed its biggest single-day
spike with 795 COVID-19 pos-
itive cases  on July 17. A day
before, the state had reported
783 fresh COVID-19 positive
cases crossing the 30000-mark.  

“Out of 794 fresh cases,
Faridabad reported the highest
number of 219 positive cases.
121 cases were reported in
Gurugram, 81 in Rewari, 47 in
Panipat, 44 in Karnal, 39 in
Rohak, 32 in Ambala, 28 in
Kurukshetra, 25 in
Yamunanagar, 24 in Sonepat,
among other cases,” stated the

Haryana Health Department’s
evening bulletin.  

The active cases in the
state were 6556. Among
patients in critical condition in
the state, 94 patients were on
oxygen support while 22 were
on ventilator, the bulletin stat-
ed.  

In Gurugram, the worst-
affected place in Haryana, the
total positive cases were 8612
including 7409 active cases.
Faridabad has reported a total
of 7693 infections while
Sonepat has reported 2742
cases till July 26.  

120 people each in
Gurugram and in Faridabad
have succumbed to COVID-19
till date. In Sonepat, 31 people
have died due to COVID-19.  

According to the bulletin,
“With continuous spike in fresh
cases, the case-doubling rate in
Haryana  stood at 23 days,
COVID positive rate increased
to 5.76 per cent, recovery rate
declined to 77.82 percent. The
fatality rate recorded was 1.25

percent.”  
Till date, the state has

reported 24384 recoveries
including 730 patients recov-
ering in the last 24 hours and
being discharged from hospi-
tals. 5.49 lakh samples have
been tested till date in Haryana.

The report of 5397 samples is
awaited, the bulletin added.

Last week, the State
Government had opened a
Plasma Bank at Pandit Bhagwat
Dayal Sharma Post Graduate
Institute of Medical Sciences
(PGIMS), Rohtak. The PGIMS
is also conducting human trial
of COVID-19 vaccine.  

CHANDIGARH RECORDS
BIGGEST SINGLE DAY
SPIKE

With 35 fresh COVID-19
positive cases, the union terri-
tory of Chandigarh recorded its
biggest single-day spike on
Sunday. The city’s total tally
stood at 887 till the evening.
This included 302 active cases.

Earlier on July 18, the city

had recorded a highest of 31
positive cases in a day. 

The fresh cases were
reported from Sector 15, 19, 21,
23, 24, 30, 32, 35, 37, 40, 41, 42,
47, 48, Dhanas, Maloya,
Manimahra, Maulijagran,
PGIMER campus, Raipur
Khurd and Ramdarbar, stated
Chandigarh Health
Department’s evening bulletin.  

Of the fresh 35 cases, 28
years old male from Sector 15,
52 years old male and 28 years
old male from Sector 19, two
females aged 12, 20 and 11
years old male from Sector 21
were tested positive for
COVID-19, the bulletin stated.

Among other fresh cases, a
seven years old girl from Sector
24, 35 years old female from

Sector 30, 48 years old male
from Sector 32, 31 years old
male from Sector 35, 50 years
old male and 45 years old
female from Sector 37, three
males aged 20, 23 and a female
aged 52 from Sector 41, 69
years old male from Sector 42,
three males aged 14, 27 and 47
from Sector 47 were found
infected.

With 17 more recoveries,
the number of recovered
patients stood at 572 in the city
on Sunday. The recovery rate of
COVID-19 positive patients
stood at 64 percent till the
evening, according to the bul-
letin.

13 COVID-19 related fatal-
ities have been reported till date
in Chandigarh.
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To bring 9.5 lakh farmers
and their families into the

ambit of the health insurance
cover under ‘Ayushman Bharat
Sarbat Sehat Bima Yojana for
2020-21, Punjab Government
has extended the last date to
submit the applications for the
same till August 5, 2020.

“All eligible farmers, having
‘J’ forms and ‘sugarcane
weighment slips’, are required
to submit their duly filled self-
declaration, along with other
necessary documents, at the
concerned Market Committee
office or with the Commission
Agent (arhtiya) till July 24,
which has now been extended
till August 5,” said the
spokesperson of Agriculture
Department.

Spokesperson said that the
Mandi Board will pay entire
premium for the insurance
cover of all the farmers, who
will get cashless treatment facil-
ity up to Rs five lakh per
annum.

During 2020-21, 8.70 lakh
‘J’ form holder farmers and
80,000 cane growers would
derive the benefit from the
Insurance Scheme, and all these
8.70 lakh farmers, registered
with the Mandi Board as `J’
form holders, having sold their
agricultural produce on or
after January 1, 2020, and
80,000 cane growers who have

sold their produce during the
crushing season from
November 1, 2019-March 31,
2020, would be considered eli-
gible for the benefits under the
scheme, said the spokesperson.

Spokesperson said that all
9.50 lakh farmers and their
families would be eligible for
benefits under the scheme with
effect from August 20, 2020 i.e.
the date on which the scheme
would come into force.

For the same, the benefi-
ciaries can approach any of the
546 empanelled private hospi-
tals and 208 government hos-
pitals for treatment facility of
up to Rs five lakh for 1396 dis-
eases, including major surgical
treatments such as heart
surgery, cancer treatment, joint
replacement and accident cases
under the health insurance
scheme.
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The petrol pump dealers
across Punjab observed a

30-minute strike on Sunday as
a mark of tribute to their fellow
businessman GS Chawla, who
had committed suicide at a
hotel in Panchkula on July 22.

A Mohali-based fuel pump
owner Chawla had allegedly
succumbed to the pressure of
loss of volume due to dispari-
ty in fuel prices in Punjab and
its neighbouring states and
huge revenue loss by low sales
due to the Covid-19 pandem-
ic.

Fuel pump owners in
Punjab on Sunday said that
they will keep their petrol
pumps shut on July 29 in
protest against the high rate of

taxes on petrol and diesel that
is adversely affecting their busi-
ness.

Petrol Pump Dealers
Association president Paramjit
Singh said that the fuel in
Punjab is costlier than in
Chandigarh and Haryana
because of disparity in tax
rates. “We will shut our fuel
pumps on July 29 from 8 am till
5 pm against high rate of taxes,”
he said.

The Association said that
GS Chawla had allegedly “suc-
cumbed to the pressure of loss
of volume due to disparity in
fuel prices in Punjab and
neighbouring states, and rev-
enue loss amid the Covid-19
pandemic”.

Singh said that Chawala
had fought against the high rate

of taxes on petrol and diesel.
The retail price of petrol in

Punjab is �82.35 a litre as
compared to �77.41 in
Chandigarh and �78.46 in
Panchkula, according to a fuel
pump owner. Similarly, the
rate of diesel in Punjab is
�75.54 in comparison to �72.91
in Chandigarh and �73.54 in
Panchkula.

Punjab imposes 33.40 per
cent taxes on petrol and 19.77
per cent on diesel. However,
VAT rate in Chandigarh is
22.45 per cent on petrol and
14.02 per cent on diesel, fuel
pump owners said.

“The border area dealers of
Mohali, Fathehgarh Sahib and
Rupnagar are the worst hit as
they have lost up to 80 percent
of their sales to Chandigarh,

Himachal Pradesh and
Haryana,” said a fuel pump
owner Ashwinder Mongia said.

There are 3,450 fuel pumps
in Punjab and of them, 800 are
located in the border districts
which are losing sales because
of the high rate of value added
tax on fuel.

Fuel pump owners have
urged the State Government to
bring the tax rates on par with
neighbouring states, submitting
that it would revive petroleum
trade in the State and would
also generate revenue to the
state exchequer.

“The protest will be to
press the State Government to
bring parity in the tax rates. It
will also be a tribute to our
member GS Chawla,” said the
Association president Singh.
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Kritika Nandal of Mehrana
village in Panipat district is

on cloud nine after the Prime
Minister Narendra Modi spoke
to her on Sunday during his
monthly “Mann ki Baat” pro-
gramme.

The Prime Minister inter-
acted with youngsters from
various parts of the country
who have recently passed their
board exams.

“It was the happiest
moment of my life when I
talked to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi over the
phone,” said Kritika, a 16-year-
old girl who secured 96 per
cent in her Class XII CBSE
Board result. She was a student
of DAV Police Public School,
Panipat.

Talking to the mediaper-

sons after the interaction, she
said, “I was a proud moment
for her and her parents as she
was among a few students
selected to interact with the
Prime Minister. During the
interaction, I shared my aspi-
rations of becoming a doctor in
future with the PM.”

During his “Mann ki Baat”
radio address, the Prime
Minister had interacted with
students who performed excep-
tionally well in the?board
examinations this year despite
facing all odds. He congratu-
lated the students and moti-
vated them to perform well in
their future endeavors and fur-
ther said that “our country is
changing with a positive mind-
set”.

He first interacted with
Kritika Nandal and congratu-
lated her for passing the board

exams and asked about her aim
in life. During the interaction,
she said that her mother was
her biggest inspiration in her
life. She said that despite strug-
gles in life, her mother has
remained strong and bold and
inspires her to become strong
too.

Kritika also said that she
wants to become a doctor.

Wishing Kritika best of
luck, PM Modi said that the life
of doctors is totally dedicated
to the society and that it is a
24x7 job. “Doctors have to

work very hard throughout
the day. In the time of the pan-
demic, they are risking their
lives to serve the public,” he
said.”There was a time when
whether in sports or other sec-
tors, most people were either
from big cities or from famous
families or from well-known
schools or colleges. Now, the
country is changing. 

Our youth are coming for-
ward from villages, from small
towns and from ordinary fam-
ilies,” the Prime Minister fur-
ther said.

“New heights of success
are being scaled. These people
are moving forward in the
midst of crises, fostering new
dreams. We see something
similar to this in the results of
the board exams that have
recently been announced,” he
added.
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Punjab Education Minister
Vijay Inder Singla on

Sunday rubbished reports
regarding foodgrains and
amount of cooking cost not
being provided to the benefi-
ciary school children under the
mid day meal scheme, saying,
that there was “no iota of truth
in this”.

Terming the media reports
“totally false and fabricated”,
Singla said that the State
Government has distributed
foodgrains up to June 30 and
the cooking cost up to May 31
among the 15.79 lakh benefi-
ciary students as per the guide-
lines issued by the Union
Ministry of Human Resource
Development after sudden
imposition of lockdown in
the wake of unprecedented cri-
sis due to COVID-19 pan-
demic.

“Even, the inquiry con-
ducted to find about the truth
about the non-availability of
foodgrains and the amount of
cooking costs to the school
children belonging to districts
Fazilka, Jalandhar and Moga
cited in the news has categor-
ically revealed that all these
children too have been pro-
vided the foodgrains and
amount of cooking cost up to
June 30 and May 31 respec-
tively,” said Singla.

He said: “Moreover, due to
unprecedented situation, the
foodgrains and cooking cost is

being distributed to the bene-
ficiary students instead of fresh
cooked food, hence it is quite
natural that we have to bear
with the situation as far as the
nutritional value of Mid Day
Meal is concerned.”

The Minister suggested the
media “to refrain from pub-
lishing such stories on the
basis of un-confirmed as well
as misleading information by
some vested interests”.

Divulging further details
about the factual status report,
the Minister said that the
amount of cooking cost to the
tune of �37.26 crore had
already been released, of which,
�23 crore had been transferred
to the bank accounts of the
beneficiary students, and the
remaining sum of �14 crore is
still lying pending with the
respective schools for want of
opening of students’ bank
accounts.

Taking note of the prob-
lems and suggestions raised
by District Education Officers
(Elementary Education), the
State Government had repeat-
edly taken up the issue with
the Central Government on
June 10, July 2, July 23, seek-
ing approval for either cash
payment of cooking cost
while delivering supply of
foodgrains to the students or
transferring the same into
the bank accounts of the par-
ents of the beneficiary stu-
dents, he said.

“The MHRD has repeat-

edly been urged to take an
immediate decision on the
issue, but the MHRD officials
say that being a policy decision,
it would be taken for the entire
country. 

The MHRD has received
such references from other
states also. It seems that taking
into account the apprehen-
sions of financial embezzle-
ment in the distribution of cash
or transfer of money to the
bank accounts of the parents,
the MHRD is yet to take a final
decision,” said the Minister
adding that the Punjab
Government is waiting for the
MHRD guidelines and would
promptly execute in the best
interest of the beneficiary stu-
dents whenever the guidelines
are received.

Singla maintained that
there was sufficient stock of
foodgrains up to June 30
and the Central Government
has further allocated 11974
MT for the second quarter,
that is July 1 to September 30,
which is under the process of
lifting.

“The bills, amounting to Rs
70.78 crore, have been pre-
sented in the district treasury,
Mohali.

The amount is sufficient
for the cooking cost up to the
period of August 15, 2020,” 
said the Minister reiterating
that the Punjab Government
was committed to execute Mid
Day Meal scheme in letter and
spirit.
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On the 21st anniversary of
Kargil Vijay Diwas,

Haryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar hailed the
valour of the armed forces
during the war and paid trib-
utes to the martyrs saying
heroes always live in the hearts
of people.

Punjab Chief Minister
Capt Amarinder Singh also
hailed the valour of the armed
forces in the 1999 war and said
let us never forget their brav-
ery and supreme sacrifices.

“Heroes will never die, if
they do, they will live in the
hearts of the people,” tweeted
Khattar.

In his tweet, Capt
Amarinder said, “This day
India completes 21 years of
Operation Vijay. Let us never
forget the bravery & supreme
sacrifice of our armed forces in

the Kargil War in the midst of
inhospitable terrain & extreme
weather conditions”. “An
indebted nation salutes you. Jai
Hind!” he added.

Earlier in a statement on
the eve of Kargil Vijay Diwas,
Khattar said the sacrifices made
by the armed forces in war will
always inspire the youth to
become more patriotic.
“Haryana is a land of patriots
and even before the Kargil
War, during the wars of 1962,
1965 and 1971 our soldiers had
fought the enemy with valour
and courage,” he said.

“We are proud that 69 sol-
diers, belonging to Haryana,
were martyred in the Kargil
War. The sacrifice, courage
and dedication of our soldiers
can never be forgotten and the
country will forever remain
indebted to the soldiers who
sacrificed their lives for the
nation,” he said.
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Punjab Government will
start a rejuvenation project

for the polluted Buddha Nullah
in Ludhiana next month.
Ludhiana Mayor Balkar Singh
Sandhu said that the project
was started recently with a
budget of �650 crore.

Ludhiana’s Buddha Nullah
is a 14-km stream that runs
through the city and is pollut-
ed with massive quantities of
toxic effluents and around 200
MLD of untreated sewage daily,
throughout its passage to Sutlej
River. The nullah is one of the
major sources of pollution of
the Sutlej River.

“The Buddha nullah
accounts for 90 per cent of the
pollution in Sutlej River. The
contaminated water is further
distributed through canals for
irrigation in the entire Malwa
region of the state and parts of
Rajasthan,” said Sandhu.

He said that Buddha
Nullah is the most dangerous
and toxic water body in Punjab,
which affects the lives of over
two crore citizens in Punjab
and Rajasthan. “Sadly, it was
once a clear water stream and
the centre of social life in
Ludhiana,” he said.
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Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh and Home Minister

Amit Shah on Sunday paid
rich tributes to the Kargil
War martyrs saluting them for
their “unwavering and
indomitable courage” to
ensure India is safe and
secure.

“The unwavering courage
and patriotism of our Armed
Forces have ensured that India
is safe and secure,” the defence
minister posted on Twitter on
the occasion of the 21st
anniversary of the country's
victory over Pakistan in the
Kargil War.

“I am also grateful to
those who despite becoming

disabled in battle, continue to
serve the country in their
own ways and have set exam-
ples worthy of emulation by
the Nation,” Singh said.

“On the 21st anniversary
of Kargil Vijay, I would like to
salute the brave soldiers of the
Indian Armed Forces who
fought the enemy under the
most challenging conditions

that the world had witnessed
in the recent history,” he
added.

Singh, along with Chief of
Defence Staff General Bipin
Rawat, Chief of Naval Staff
Karambir Singh, Army Chief
General MM Naravane and
Chief of Air Staff Air Marshal
RKS Bhadauria, paid tribute
to the Kargil War martyrs at

the National War Memorial
here.

"I congratulate all Indian
citizens on the occasion of
Kargil Vijay Diwas. The sac-
rifices made by soldiers, which
helped us win the Kargil war,
will always be a source of
inspiration for the armed
forces," Singh told reporters.

For his part, Shah tweet-

ed in Hindi saying,  “Kargil
Vijay Diwas is a symbol of
India’s self-respect, valour and
steadfast leadership. I bow to
the soldiers who with their
indomitable courage drove
the enemy from the inacces-
sible hills of Kargil and waved
the tricolour there again. The
country is proud of the heroes
of India, who are dedicated to

protecting the motherland.”
On July 26, 1999, the

Indian Army had announced
the successful culmination of
"Operation Vijay", declaring
victory after the nearly three-
month-long battles in the icy
heights of Kargil. India lost
more than 500 soldiers in the
war.

The Kargil  War was

declared over on July 26, 1999,
after Indian soldiers pushed
back the Pakistani troops, a
bulk of them drawn from the
neighbouring countr y's
Northern Light Infantry, from
the captured peaks.

The day is observed as
"Kargil Vijay Diwas" to com-
memorate India's victory in
the war.
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BJP president JP Nadda on
Sunday said that the Indian

forces combined inspiration
and strategy with valour to
vanquish Pakistan during the
Kargil War despite facing
adverse circumstances. India
will forever remember the sac-
rifices made by Indian soldiers
to secure the country's borders,
he said.

Speaking at an event on the
21st anniversary of Kargil Vijay
Diwas, Nadda also stressed on
the BJP's commitment to the
welfare of armed forces, saying
the defence sector has always
received Prime Minister
Narendra Modi''s special focus. 

The Modi Government
implemented ''one rank one
pension'' scheme and cleared

all dues with payment of
�33,000 crore, he said, adding
that 72 border projects are
now near completion while
work on them was not done
during the UPA government. 

The then Prime Minister
Atal Bihari Vajpayee fought
with Pakistan in the interna-
tional arena during the Kargil
war and had made it clear that
India will not declare ceasefire
until it secures its border by
defeating Pakistan, he said. 

Nadda also noted Modi's
visit to Ladakh recently during
the standoff with China and
said that the Prime Minister
spends every Diwali with the
armed forces. 

The PM himself went to
Ladakh, stayed there the entire
day, held meetings, boosted
the morale of our jawans and

met the injured jawans, he said
adding this sends a message
that 130 Crore Indians, under
the leadership of the PM, are
standing with the Army.

Hailing the armed forces,
he said Pakistan was in an
"advantageous" position dur-
ing the Kargil war after occu-
pying mountain heights but

Indian soldiers drew inspira-
tion from the challenge and
fought with valour and strat-
egy to attain victory. 

"It was the toughest battle
on the highest mountains," he
said even as he maintained
that India will forever remain
indebted to the brave sol-
diers. 
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At a time when a majority of
dental colleges in the coun-

try are facing financial hard-
ships caused by the Covid-19-
induced lockdown, the Centre
has added to their woes by
increasing the inspection,
application and annual fee of all
the self-financed dental insti-
tutes.

For instance, yearly fee for
recognised self-financed den-
tal colleges having only
Bachelor of Dental Studies
(BDS) Course has been dou-
bled to �1 lakh while applica-
tion fee for establishment of
new dental colleges has been
raised from �6 lakh to � 9 lakh
per college, as per a circular
issued by the Dental Council of
India (DCI), an autonomous
body under the Union Health
Ministry.

Similarly, for the inspec-

tions carried out at UG/PG/ PG
diploma course in all speciali-
ties/dental materials/diploma
course in dental
mechanics/dental hygien-
ists/dental operative room
assistant (DORA) level in addi-
tion to yearly fee, fees one has
to shell out �1.50 lakh now
against previous amount �1
lakhs while renewal/periodic/
compliance verification recog-
nition has been enhanced  from
�2 lakhs to �3 lakhs.

Application fee for starting
of MDS Course/PG Diploma

Course in all specialities/den-
tal materials  and application
fee for increase of seats in
BDS/MDS has been increased
from �3 lakhs to �4.50 lakhs, as
per the circular.

Also, application fee for
starting diploma course in den-
tal mechanics/dental hygien-
ists/dental operative room
assistant (DORA) has been
revised from Rs 1 lakh to �1.50
lakhs. The GST at the rate of 18
per cent is also applicable on all
the payments, reads the circu-
lar.

Last month, the DCI had
also instructed all private den-
tal colleges across the country
to pay full salary and stipend to
the faculties, students and other
employees during Covid-19
Iockdown period and warned
them of strict action in case
they fail to do so.

The move followed sever-
al complaints from the teach-
ing and non-teaching staff of
non-payment and in many
cases deduction in salaries and
stipend to them by the dental
colleges.

The Council also remind-
ed the colleges about Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
Union Ministry of Labour and
Employment's advisories issued
from time to time, asking the
private sector to not to deduct
or cut the salary of the people
working with the institutions in
the tough times when Covid-
19 has swept the world.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will inaugurate three

new high-throughput labs of
the Indian Council of Medical
Research on Monday through
video conferencing. The three
new high-throughput ICMR
labs have been constructed in
Mumbai, Noida and Kolkata.
The labs will majorly boost the
nation’s COVID-19 testing
capacities.

The Union Government
has adopted the test-track-
treat strategy for early detection
and containment of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Under
this, the ICMR has ramped up
its testing capabilities to effec-
tively deal with Coronavirus
crisis.

“We have already asked
the state governments and
union territories to ramp up

testing capacities. Adding more
labs and enhancing the capac-
ity of the approved labs will
increase the COVID-19 testing
capacities in the country,” said
an official from the Union
Health Ministry.

These new testing labs will
be capable of testing over
10,000 samples in a day and

also reduce turn-around-time.
The inauguration is expected to
be followed by a review meet-
ing on the current situation of
Covid-19 in the state.

Maharashtra Chief
Minister Uddhav Thackeray,
Uttar Pradesh Chief Ministers
Yogi Adityanath and West
Bengal CM Mamata Banerjee

are expected to take part in the
virtual inaugural event.

Union Home Minister
Amit Shah, Union Health
Minister HarshVardhan and
senior officials are also expect-
ed to be part of the expected
review meeting. The meeting
comes at a time when India has
seen a massive surge in every-
day cases. The country crossed
the 13 lakh mark on Sunday.
India has recorded 48,661 cases
of coronavirus as the total
COVID-19 tally soared to
13,85,522 on Sunday.
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As part of the efforts to put
counter narrative to the

insurgent groups' ideology, the
security agencies in the
Northeast, Jammu and Kashmir
as also Naxal-hit States have
plans to organise question and
answer sessions of surrendered
ultras including underground
guerillas and militants. Videos of
such sessions will be prepared by
professional agencies and dis-
seminated amongst youth to
keep them away from violent
ideologies.

In the States facing Naxal
violence, the Centre has advised
initiation of synergised response
at Panchayat, Block and District
level for moulding perception of
the youth. The States have also
been advised to undertake edu-
cational tour programmes for
youth in such areas, officials in
the security agencies said.

The Centre has further
advised creation of a databank of
people from Naxal areas living
outside in cities/towns for stud-
ies or jobs, The enlisted persons
in the databank will be utilised
for carrying back messages of
development and other positive
information and prevent gullible
persons from being attracted to
Naxalism. The idea has been
proposed to be taken up in
‘mission mode’, they said.

In addition, there is a pro-
posal to constitute a team of five

to seven academically-inclined
police officials in each of these
three theatres of violence to
study important cases of con-
victed, surrendered, reformed
terrorists, Naxals and insur-
gents. Such teams will scientifi-
cally analyse the modus operan-
di used, means of radicalisa-
tion/indoctrination and available
means of reintegrating them in
mainstream society. The police
team will also use academicians
in such exercises, they further
said.

In the Naxal areas, closer
coordination between the police
stations on inter-State border and
joint exercises for 15 days or
more is on the anvil,

In order to boost counter-
insurgency measures, the Union
Home Ministry has advised set-
ting up of separate teams by the
State police forces, Central para-
military forces and Central Police
Organisations to review securi-
ty aspects like weapons, ballistics,
uniform, laboratory infrastruc-
ture and the like and recommend
improvements to be made in in
the equipment paraphernalia.
The Directors General of these
agencies will review the recom-
mendations and send them to
the Union Home Ministry.

In depth study of logistic
chain of weapons, money and
food items among others of the
Naxals groups will be carried out
and means will be devised to dis-
rupt them, they added.
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Gujarat on Sunday reported
the highest single-day

spike of 1,110 new COVID-19
cases, taking the total count to
55,822 while 21 patients died,
including 12 in Surat, the State
health department said.

The cumulative death toll
in the state now stands at
2,326.

The number of recovered
cases rose to 40,365 with 753
patients being discharged dur-
ing the day.

The recovery rate in the
State now stands at 72.31 per
cent.

Surat continued to report
the highest number of cases in
the State. 

On Sunday, it added 299
new cases, taking the count in
the district to 12,268, the
health department said.

With 12 fatalities in the
day, the death toll in Surat dis-
trict went up to 544, it said.

Ahmedabad reported 163
new cases, taking the count to
25,692. With three deaths,
the number of fatalities in the
district rose to 1,575.

Out of 21 fatalities in the
day, two deaths were report-
ed from Vadodara and one
each from 
Gandhinagar,  Jamnagar,
Morbi, and Rajkot, the release
said.

Vadodara reported 92
new cases, Rajkot 72, Amreli
39, Banaskantha 35, Dahod
30, Bhavnagar 31, Narmada
26, Surendranagar 24, Chhota
Udepur and Patan 22 each,
Junagadh 20, Jamnagar 14,
Gandhinagar 19, Kutch 20,
and Bharuch 19.

A total of 21,708 tests
were conducted in the day,
taking the total count in the
state so far to 6,42,370, which
comes at 333.96 tests per day
per million population, the
department said.
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Anon-profit organisation has
appealed to Prime Minister

Narendra Modi to take imme-
diate steps to set up a panel for
migrant workers on the lines of
NHRC and National
Commission for Minorities.

Pandit Deendayal
Upadhyay Smriti Sansthan
(PDUSS), in a statement on
Sunday said, this has "become
imperative in view of the wide-
spread problems and exploita-
tion faced by these millions of
migrants who constitute the
largest nomadic workforce in
the committee".

The PDUSS is a nationwide
non-profit organisation work-
ing for the welfare of poor and
downtrodden since 1995.

"We have urged Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
the Union government to take
immediate steps for setting up
a national commission for
migrant workers on the lines of

National Human Rights
Commission, National
Commission for Women,
National Commission for
Minorities," it said in a state-
ment.

The PDUSS said through
its founding members, Anand
Mani and Vinod Shukla, it has
already submitted a draft bill on
the contours and composition
of the proposed national com-
mission.

"The draft and model bill
have already been presented to
the NITI Aayog more than two
months ago," the statement
said.

During the course of help-
ing out migrant workers in the
initial stages of the lockdown,
when hundreds of thousands
migrant workers were return-
ing to their native places bare-
foot or on cycles, trucks, buses,
PDUSS felt the need for a cen-
tral body that can take care of
the welfare of migrant workers,
it said. 
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The flood situation worsened
in Assam and Bihar on

Sunday with five more deaths
and nearly 40 lakh people
affected in the two states, as
another spell of monsoon rain
lashed Delhi but a sultry weath-
er prevailed in Punjab and
Haryana.

The five fresh deaths raised
the flood-related toll in Assam
to 102. Another 26 people have
died in landslides triggered by
rainfall, the state disaster man-
agement authority said.

Over 24.76 lakh people are
hit due to floods in 23 districts
of Assam.

Goalpara is the worst-hit
with over 4.7 lakh people affect-
ed.

Union Minister for
Development of North Eastern
Region Jitendra  Singh spoke to
Assam Chief Minister
Sarbananda Sonowal and
assured him help from the
Centre and the North Eastern
Council to restore and repair
the infrastructure damaged in

floods.
Singh said the central gov-

ernment is constantly moni-
toring the flood situation in
Assam, Arunachal Pradesh and
other affected states in the
northeast.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi is taking regular updates
on the situation, he added.

In Bihar, at least 10 people
have died and 15 lakh have
been hit in 11 districts. Nearly
10 lakh were affected by floods
till Saturday in 10 districts.

According to the state dis-
aster management authority,
Darbhanga is the worst-affect-
ed district with 5.36 lakh peo-
ple either being displaced or
trapped inside home.

Several rivers such as
Baghmati, Burhi Gandak,
Kamlabalan, Lalbakeya,
Adhwara, Khiroi, Mahananda
and Ghaghra have swollen dan-
gerously due to incessant rain-
fall. 

Many trains on
Muzaffarpur-Narkatiaganj and
Samastipur-Darbhanga sections
had to change their routes

while others had to short-ter-
minated, a railway official said.

Meanwhile, a 25-year-old
woman gave birth to a baby girl
on board an NDRF rescue boat
plying on the swollen Burhi
Gandak river in East
Champaran district. The
woman was rescued from her
marooned house when she
developed severe labour pain
and later delivered the baby,
NDRF officials said.

The mother and the new-
born girl have been admitted to
a public health facility and they
are stable.

A total of 21 NDRF teams
are deployed in northern Bihar.

Light-to-moderate rainfall
lashed parts of Delhi and Uttar
Pradesh.

Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath con-
ducted an aerial survey of the
areas inundated by heavy rain-
fall in Gorakhpur district and
asked officials to ensure safety
of all dams. He directed the dis-
trict administration to ensure
adequate deployment of boats
in flood-affected areas.
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Aday after  Nagaland
recorded its first death

due to COVID-19, three more
people infected with the dis-
ease died, while the State's
tally rose to 1,289 after 50
fresh cases were reported on
Saturday, officials said.

All  the four deaths
occurred in Dimapur district.

The state registered its
first COVID-19 fatality when
the test result of a 50-year-old
man came out positive on
Friday, three days after his
death, State Nodal Officer for
Integrated Disease
Surveillance Programme, Dr

Nyan Kikon, had said.
Three more COVID-19

patients succumbed since
Friday and authorities were
ascertaining whether they
died of the infection as they
had comorbidities, Health
and Family Welfare Minister
S Pangnyu Phom said.

The Minister also tweeted,
"Fifty new cases of COVID-19
have been detected out of 

344 test results received
on Saturday - 20 in Mon, 

19 in Dimapur, 7 in
Kohima and 4 in
Mokokchung."

The State now has 744
active cases while 451 have
recovered. 
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Senior BJP leader Mukul Roy
on Sunday dismissed claims

that he had been marginalised
in the saffron party and that he
was in touch with some of his
former colleagues in the
Trinamool Congress which he
left a few years ago following
differences with Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee.

“I am very much in the
BJP… I have been in the BJP, I
am in the BJP and will contin-
ue to be with the BJP in future,”
Roy told journalist saying his
not being invited in a Bengal-
specific party meeting in Delhi
where most senior leaders from

the State were present had
nothing to do with “the con-
cocted facts that are being
reported in the media.”

Roy who was in Delhi till
a couple of days ago said he had
come back to Kolkata to get his
eyes operated and that there
was no secret to be read into
the entire affair. On reports of
his being in touch with topmost
leadership of his erstwhile party
the TMC, he said “this is being
done to malign me… if the per-
sons who are saying this can
come in the open and claim
this in public I will ask them to
prove his statements or face
action… I am ready for any
kind of probe for such kind of

charges being leveled against
me.”

Stories have been doing the
rounds that fault lines have
appeared between Roy a for-
mer Man Friday of Mamata
Banerjee and his new party.

He also dismissed reports
that he had got the posters of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Home Minister Amit Shah
removed from his Delhi office
saying “the posters were
removed as per the Election
Commission orders before the
Delhi Assembly elections ….
Subsequently things got over-
looked due to the corona cri-
sis… and most importantly I
personally did not notice them.
However, I will get them fixed
immediately.

On whether he would

return to Delhi at once he said
he would not as “my first pri-
ority is to get my eyes operat-
ed tomorrow where after I will
be under observation and then
only I will be able to take a
decision.”

With Roy not being in the
thick of things recently stories
had started doing the rounds
that BJP State president Dilip
Ghosh had got the former
Railway Minister’s wings
clipped following which he
was gradually cosying up to his
former outfit which he and the
Bengal Chief Minister jointly
founded in 1998.

On why he was not found
on the field he said “none was
supposed to be found on the
field during the corona times…
we had to follow certain pro-

tocols provided by the Central
Government.” He also dis-
missed reports of his annoy-
ance at not being entrusted
with any post in the party. “It
is not true that I have no
responsibility … I am one of
the hundred members of India’s
largest party’s national execu-
tive. .. Is it not enough to
prove my relevance in my
party.”

On the question of leader-
ship he said “leadership is
decided by the people who
judge your performance. Today
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Home Minister Amit Shah
are the tallest leaders not only
of the party but also of the
country inspiring millions of
people. This they have achieved
by their performance.”
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Situation in Kerala continues unabated even on Sunday as
927 new persons were diagnosed with Covid-19, accord-

ing to a press release issued by Health Minister KK Shylaja.
A major cause of concern is the unprecedented increase in
the number of persons getting contracted with the pandem-
ic through contacts. On Sunday 733 persons tested positive
were victims of contact. Two persons succumbed to the pan-
demic during the last 24 hours.

Thiruvananthapuram continued to be the epicentre of the
pandemic. The district tested 175 persons with coronavirus
out of which 164 had contracted the pandemic through con-
tact. Kasaragod tested positive for 107 persons out of which
105 were infected through contacts.

The day saw 1,277 persons getting admitted to hospitals
across the State. There are 494 hotspots in the State.

Out of the 927 tested with Covid-19 on Sunday, 76 were
expatriates while 97 were those  from other parts of the coun-
try. The release by the minister said 67 persons could not give
any convincing answer to the question how they contracted
the pandemic.
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There was no abatement or
respite for people in Tamil

Nadu as coronavirus pandem-
ic continued to cause havoc in
the State on Sunday, a day the
Government had declared as a
total lockdown day.

While the State saw 85
persons succumbing to the
pandemic during the last 24
hours, 6,986 persons were diag-
nosed with Covid-19. By the
end of the day, there were
53,703 active cases of coron-
avirus across Tamil Nadu and

this took the number of cases
tested positive till date to 2.13
lakh.

The 116 laboratories across
the State tested 62,305 persons
on Sunday taking the number
of persons tested till date to
2.26 million. The day also saw
5,471 persons getting cured and
discharged from hospitals
across Tamil Nadu.

Out of the 85 deaths regis-
tered during the last 24 hours,
75 died because of pre-existing
morbidity or chronic diseases.
The fatalities in Tamil Nadu till
date reached 3,494 on 
Sunday.

While Chennai showed a
small fall in the number of per-
sons tested positive on Sunday
(1,155), Chengalpet registered
501 new cases, Kancheepuram
accounted  for 363 persons and
Thiruvallur 480 new cases.
The three districts along with
Chennai are observing strin-
gent restrictions and regula-
tions because of continued
hike in the number of cases.

The southern districts of
Virudhunagar (385),
Kanyakumari (215),
Thoothukudi (248) and
Tirunelveli (186) continued to
be problematic zones.
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Ballari (K'taka): Karnataka Forest
Minister Anand Singh has tested
positive for Covid-19, sources close
to him said on Sunday.

Anand Singh, whose swab was
collected on Friday, was found
infected with the coronavirus on
Saturday night.

However, he is asymptomatic,
his close aides told P T I. “He has
been tested positive but he is asymp-
tomatic and is quarantined,” his con-
fidante said requesting anonymity.

He also said that a few days ago,
the minister's driver tested posi-
tive.Earlier this month, Tourism
Minister C T Ravi had tested posi-
tive for the contagion. Karnataka had
reported 5,072 cases on Saturday
while the overall tally of infections
stood at 90,942. PTI
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Agartala: No action has been
taken even after 48 hours when
a section of Covid-19 patients
misbehaved with a woman doc-
tor.

Tripura Health and Family
Welfare Department Director
Radha Debbarma said here on
Sunday that they would lodge
an FIR over the incident of mis-
behaviour with West Tripura
District Health Surveillance
Officer Sangita Chakraborty
on Friday.

Stating that Chakraborty, a
young doctor, worked hard to
take care of Covid-19 and other
patients, Debbarma told IANS,
“The health directorate officials
after scrutinising the video of
the incident would file an FIR.”

Demanding 'exemplary
punishment', the All Tripura
Government Doctors'
Association (ATGDA) general

secretary Rajesh Choudhury
said they had raised the issues
with higher authorities, includ-
ing Sanjay Kumar Rakesh,
Additional Chief Secretary (in-
charge of Health and Family
Welfare Department).

“If they failed to take any
action, we would take appro-
priate legal steps,” Choudhury
told IANS. Terming this kind of
uncivilised behaviour unex-
pected and unacceptable, he
said a precedent had to be set
to warn others.

Dr Chakraborty said she
was abused and spat at by
some patients being treated at
a Covid care centre, here, when
she had gone there on Friday to
admit five women who had
given birth to babies a day
before.

“The women had under-
gone caesarian operations at

Tripura Medical College on
Thursday. When they tested
Covid-19 positive, we decided
to shift them to the Covid care
centre. We had gone there with
a health department team and
the police personnel. When
we tried to admit them, a group
of men and women obstructed
the process, claiming there
were no vacant beds,” she said.

When requested by other
doctors and nurses to return to
their beds, some of them start-
ed using filthy languages, spat
at me and threatened to touch
me and infect me with coron-
avirus, Dr Chakraborty said.

“This is most unfortunate
and dehumanising. We are
treating them. All patients need
the same care. We feel 
humiliated,” said another doc-
tor, a colleague of Dr
Chakraborty. IANS
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Coronavirus is now rapidly
spreading in the jails of

Uttar Pradesh. A day after 128
inmates in Jhansi jail tested
positive for Covid-19, as many
as 228 inmates in Ballia district
jail have been found to be
infected with the deadly virus.

Jail superintendent
Prashant Kumar Maurya said,
“The infected prisoners have
been accommodated in sepa-
rate barracks in the jail. They
are being given medication
and food as per the instruction
of the health department.”

The lone woman inmate
who has also tested positive,
has been admitted to the L-1
hospital at Basantpur, the jail
official added.

The jail administration said

that during an antigen test of
817 inmates, 228 tested positive
for the virus including one staff
member.

There are 1,049 inmates in
Ballia prison. With Ballia's
tally, the total number of pris-
oners infected in the state has
reached 486. Besides, 25 jail
staff, too, have tested positive.

All the prisoners were test-
ed through rapid antigen kits
and samples of those tested
positive have also been sent for
confirmatory RT-PCR test.

UP Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath had earlier instruct-
ed all the districts to set up tem-
porary jails. A communique
was also issued by the home
department in connection with
the same.

However, Ballia district
magistrate Shrihari Pratap

Shahi, admitted that there was
no facility of temporary jail in
the district. “We had set up
such jails only for 'Tablighi
Jamaatis',” he added.

Shahi further said that
large-scale sampling was done
in the jail after which 16
inmates tested positive for the
virus on July 22. “Following
that, we organised a larger
camp of 20 medical teams and
got a maximum number of
inmates tested,” he said.

He also said that several
measures have been taken to
limit the spread of the virus.

“Of the total eight barracks,
three barracks have been
turned into isolation wards, for
those coming from outside. A
team of the health department
has been asked to deploy its
unit inside the prison,” he said.
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Maharashtra recorded
9,000-plus Covid-19

infections for the fourth con-
secutive day on Sunday, as
9,431 people tested positive,
while 267 people died of the
pandemic in various parts of
the state.

After it recorded the high-
est-ever 10,576 infections on
July 22 and witnessed 9895,
9,615 and 9,251 cases on July
23, 24 and 25 respectively,
Maharashtra logged 9,431 new
infected cases, taking the total
number of positive cases to
3,75,799.

With fresh 267 fatalities,
the total number of deaths in
the state mounted to 13,656.

There has been a substan-
tial number of deaths for the
past one week. The break-up of
deaths in the state since July 20
is: July 20- 176, July 21—246,
July 22—280, July 23—298,
July 24—278, July 25-257 and
July 26—267.    

Of the 267 deaths report-
ed on Sunday, Mumbai
accounted for 57 deaths, taking
the total number of deaths in
the country’s commercial cap-
ital from 6,036 to 6,093 and the
infected cases increased by
1,101 to touch 1,09,161 
now.

Apart from 57 deaths in
Mumbai, there were 55 deaths
fatalities in Pune, 48 in Thane,
19 in Raigad, 15 in Jalgaon, 12
in Satara, 9 in Aurangabad, 8 in
Solapur, 6 in Palghar, 5 each in
Nashik and Akola, 3 each in
Kolhapur, Latur, Sangli,
Yavatmal and Buldhana, 2 each
in Dhule and Nagpur and one

death each in Nandurbar, Jalna,
Hingoli, Parbhani, Osmanabad,
Amravati, Washim and
Wardha. In addition, one more
person from another state died
in the state.

With 86,358 infected cases
and 2346 deaths, Thane con-
tinued to be the second worst
hit district in Maharashtra.

Pune, which has emerged
as the third worst affected dis-
trict in terms of spread of the
pandemic, has recorded 76,203
infections and 1,714 deaths
till now.

In a related development,
the total number of   patients
discharged from various hos-
pitals after full recovery since
the second week of March this
year touched 2,13,238. 

The recovery rate in the
State stood at 56.74 per cent.
The mortality rate in the State
is 3.63 per cent. The State
health authorities pegged the
number of “active cases” in the
State at 1,48,601.

Out of 18,86,296 samples
sent to laboratories, 3,37,799
have tested positive (19.92 per
cent) for Covid-19 until
Sunday.

Currently, 9,08,420 peo-
ple are in home quarantine
while 44,276 people are in
institutional quarantine. 
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While the Indian Army on
Sunday celebrated the

21st anniversary of its victory
over Pakistan in the Kargil
war of 1999 and paid rich trib-
utes remembering heroes of
'Operation Vijay', the Pakistani
Army  violated the ceasefire
agreement along the line of
control in Poonch sector on
Sunday.

According to the field
reports, Pakistani troops
shelled forward areas of
Balakote sector in Poonch and
also targeted several civilian

houses during an intense
exchange of firing.

No loss of life and proper-
ty was reported from the
ground zero till the time of fil-
ing the report.

Both the frontier districts
of Rajouri and Poonch are
witnessing regular mortar
shelling since last one week.
According to local reports, the
Pakistani Army was attempting
to push small batches of infil-
trators inside the Indian terri-
tory to launch strikes on the
security forces ahead of the first
anniversary of Abrogation of
Article 370 and reorganisa-
tion of the state of Jammu &

Kashmir.
Defence PRO in Jammu,

Lt-Col Devender Anand said,
“At about 3.15 p.m, the Pakistan
Army initiated unprovoked
ceasefire violation by firing
with small arms and shelling
mortars along the LoC in the

Balakote sector of Poonch dis-
trict on Sunday”. The Indian
Army retaliated befittingly, he
said.  Meanwhile, different
teams of security forces Sunday
busted three hideouts in three
different places foiling nefari-
ous designs of the terrorists
active in the region. One such
hideout was busted in Loran
area of Poonch

Defence PRO said terror-
ists plan to target forces thwart-
ed with the recovery of two
IED's ,  In  a tweet, PRO
Defence, Jammu said, “ a ter-
ror hideout busted in Loran,
Poonch. Two improvised
explosive devices (IED) weigh-

ing 5 kgs and 3 kgs were recov-
ered. Terrorists plan to target
forces thwarted”.    

In Kashmir valley, two
similar hideouts were busted in
Kupwara and Shopian.

According to a police
spokesman, “Kupwara Police
and Army busted another
module of NacroTerrorism by
seizing 01 AK 56, 02 Pistols, 20
Grenades & 10 kg Narcotics. A
total number of  three individ-
uals were arrested and thor-
ough investigations were
launched after registration of
FIR's in the case.

On the other hand, the
Shopian police and security

forces also busted a hideout in
orchards of the Dachoo area. 02
UBGL Grenades, 03 grenades,
AK-47 Magazine, 20 AK
rounds, ICOM Radio Set &
other incriminating materials
were recovered. Case regis-
tered.  

Meanwhile, a day after a
top Lashkar-e-Taiba comman-
der was killed by security forces
in Srinagar Inspector General
of Police Kashmir range, Vijay
Kumar on Sunday said, “After
the killing of LeT terrorist
Ishfaq Rashid Khan on
Saturday, no resident of
Srinagar district in terrorist
ranks now”.

0�1	/��$�� �	# �� 2�� 	�$�*�	���	�*	0��*#)

Jammu:The total number of
positive cases of coronavirus
Sunday rose to 17,920  after 615
fresh cases were detected in the
Union Territory of Jammu &
Kashmir while seven more
patients  died taking the death
toll to 312.

According to the media
bulletin, out of 615 new posi-
tive cases, 136  were reported
from Jammu division and 479
from Kashmir division. Also 07
Covid-19 deaths have been
reported; 01 from Jammu divi-
sion and 06 from Kashmir
Division, the bulletin said.

The situation continued to
remain grim in Srinagar district
as 209 fresh cases were detect-
ed taking the active positive
cases to 2,331. 88 deaths have
been reported from Srinagar
district alone.

In Jammu after 3 persons
(petitioner writer, security
guard,sanitary worker) engaged
in the premises of the DC

office complex have turned
COVID +ve. The entire com-
plex of DC office with external
holding area on Wazarat road
is declared temporarily as a con-
tainment zone for extensive
sanitisation.     

In Jammu division, frontier
Rajouri district has become
the worst affected hotspot as it
has the highest number of 432
active positive cases. Moreover,
411 more Covid-19 patients
have recovered and discharged
from various hospitals, 41 from
Jammu Division and 370 from
Kashmir Division.

According to the  bulletin,
out of 17920 positive cases,
7680 are Active Positive, 9928
have recovered and 312 have
died; 23 in Jammu division and
289 in Kashmir division.

The Bulletin further said
that out of 581707 test results
available, 563787 samples have
been tested as negative till July
26, 2020. PNS
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Amaravati(AP): Andhra
Pradesh's coronavirus tally
touched 96,298 on Sunday as it
raced closer to the one lakh
mark with the addition of 7,627
new cases.

The COVID-19 toll crossed
the 1,000-mark, reaching 1,041
after 56 fresh casualties were
reported in the last 24 hours.

The latest government bul-
letin said 3,041 patients were
discharged from hospitals in the
last 24 hours, taking the over-
all discharges to 46,301.

The number of active
COVID-19 cases stood at
48,956.

Kurnool registered the
highest number of 1,213 new
cases in a day, pushing the dis-
trict tally to 11,570.

Guntur district also crossed
the 10,000-mark in the total
number of coronavirus cases.

East Godavari district con-
tinued to show a rapid increas-
ing trend, reporting 1,095 fresh
cases, taking its gross to 13,486.

East Godavari, Kurnool and
Guntur districts now have over
10,000 cases each while
Anantapuramu is very close
behind with 9,723 and West
Godavari with 8,412.

East Godavari is also
reporting more deaths daily as
its total toll mounted to 122 with
nine fatalities in the last 24
hours.

A 101-year-old woman P
Mangamma of Tirupati came
out triumphant in her battle
against Covid-19. PTI
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Guwahati: Two Covid-19
patients died in Assam on
Sunday, taking the toll to 79,
Health Minister Himanta Biswa
Sarma said.

Both the patients -- a 53-
year-old woman from Tinsukia
and a 50-year- old man from
Dibrugarh -- succumbed at the
Assam Medical College and
Hospital in Dibrugarh, he said.

“Two more #Covid-19
patients succumbed to their
infections. Both of them were
admitted at AMCH, Dibrugarh.
Deeply saddened. May God
provide enough strength to their
families to bear the loss,” Sarma
tweeted.  The mortality rate in
the State is currently at 0.25 per
cent, officials said. 

The State has reported
31,086 cases of Covid-19  in 117
days since the first person was
was diagnosed on March 31.PTI
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Hagia Sophia is the most recog-
nisable symbol of Istanbul
(formerly Constantinople).
For the last 85 years, this
grand edifice has also embod-

ied the idea of the Turkish Republic which
Mustafa Kemal Pasha (later called Kemal
Ataturk) founded in 1923. A cathedral for
the first nine centuries of its existence and
a mosque for nearly 500 years after that,
it has been functioning as a museum since
1935. Recently, on July 10, Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan decided
to repeal Ataturk’s decree which had
declared it a museum. Hagia Sophia is now
officially a mosque. However, far from
being dropped from the museums’ portal
of the Turkish Government
(https://muze.gen.tr/), it is still being cher-
ished as the most important one. 

Erdogan’s decision has undermined the
image of Turkey at two levels. First, his act
is a negation of the Kemalist legacy of
Laiklik (or Laicism), according to which,
the Turkish State is avowedly secular.
Second, at a deeper level, Erdogan has
refreshed the memories of the Turkish
aggression, which left the Greeks deeply
scarred from the Battle of Manzikert
(1071) to the invasion of Cyprus (1974).
Turkey’s international standing is likely to
suffer in the West. 

Erdogan’s motives have always been
suspected. However, apprehensive of an
intervention from the nation’s ultra-secu-
lar Army, or the fear of the road to the
European Union being permanently
blocked, he previously stopped short of
reversing the Ankara consensus on Turkish
secularism. Two decades ago, Erdogan had
publicly recited a poem, “The mosques are
our barracks, the minarets our bayonets,
the domes our helmets and the faithful our
soldiers.” It led him straight into prison for
four months. He was also banned from
holding any political office. The ban was
later rescinded five months after his party,
the Justice and Development Party (AKP),
swept to power in the November 2002 elec-
tions in Turkey. 

Hagia Sophia (Holy Wisdom) was the
most exquisite cathedral of the Eastern
Church. It was commissioned by Justinian,
the Byzantine Emperor, as part of a mas-
sive rebuilding of Constantinople, which
was ravaged during the Nika riots (532
AD). “Abandoning the traditional basilican
form”, says Will Durant, “they conceived a
design whose centre would be a spacious
dome, resting not on the walls but on mas-
sive piers and buttressed by half a dome at
either end.” (The Age of Faith, Pg, 130). The
magnificent cathedral built at a huge cost
was the result of five years of labour by
10,000 workers, with Justinian intensely
supervising the construction work. He
inaugurated the cathedral on December 26,
537 AD. It was thus a work of love, devo-
tion and dedication. 

Hagia Sophia passed off
under Turkish control on May
29, 1453 AD, coinciding with
the conquest of the
Constantinople by Sultan
Mehmet II. Edward Gibbon
poignantly describes the
episode in Chapter 68 of his
classic book, Decline and Fall of
the Roman Empire. Under the
orders of Mehmet II, the cathe-
dral was converted into a
mosque and was named Aya
Sofia. Six minarets were con-
structed, the icons of the walls
were plastered and a crescent
moon was installed upon the
top of the dome. 

Yet, why did the fallen
cathedral continue to occupy a
central place in the Greek con-
sciousness, surpassing in a
sense even the Parthenon on
the Acropolis of Athens? Nine
decades after Greece’s indepen-
dence, as late as in 1919, the
Greeks had invaded Turkey,
which was then in the throes of
a revolution, hoping to redeem
Constantinople and hold a
mass at the Hagia Sophia. 

This is because it is
Christianity that forged a uni-
fied nation out of the Greeks.
If today Greeks from Athens
down to the remotest
Dodecanese islands could feel
and respond as one nation, the
credit should go to a
Constantine or Justinian rather
than a Pericles or Thucydides.
Ancient Greece no doubt

evokes a sense of awe and
wonder. Nine-tenth of the
scholarship on Greece is still
concentrated on its ancient
period for good reasons.
However, it was actually the
Byzantine period (fourth to
15th century AD) that forged
the spiritual and political unity
of the Greeks. While the world
might consider Iliad and
Odyssey to be the most influ-
ential work written in Greek
ever, to a native of Greece, it is
New Testament of the Bible. 

The ancient Greek reli-
gion, without a scripture,
proved to be the weakest link
in the civilisation. The ascend-
ing Greek philosophy and nat-
ural sciences hollowed it out
completely. “The terrible con-
flict between philosophy and
religion,” informs Will Durant,
“runs through the thought of
fifth century BC.” (The Life in
Greece, Pg, 321). This was one
reason behind the fall of
tragedy, based on religion and
mythology, and the consequent
rise of comedy on the Greek
stage in the fourth century
BC. Second, from the very
days of city-states to the era of
Seleucid, Ptolemaic and
Antigonid Empires, the Greeks
had remained politically dis-
united, notwithstanding their
linguistic and mythological
commonality. 

The Byzantine empire,
whose establishment coincid-

ed with the State approval of
Christianity, secured political
and temporal unity for the
Greeks. This civilisation was
centred on Constantinople —
a city inaugurated by
Constantine on May 11, 330
AD — which the Greeks con-
sidered as their “eternal capital.”
“Here beyond all expectations”,
says Will Durant, “Greek civil-
isation would display a saving
continuity, tenaciously pre-
serve its ancient treasures and
transmit them at last to
Renaissance Italy and the
Western world.” (The Age of
Faith, Pg, 4).

Constantinople, 567 years
after its fall to the Turks, is still
the spiritual centre of the Greek
Church. The Ecumenical
Patriarchate of Constantinople
is based in St George Cathedral,
Istanbul. It might be remem-
bered that the then Patriarch,
Gregory V, had triggered the
Greek War of Independence on
March 25, 1821, by exhorting
the Greeks to rebel against the
Ottoman. He was hanged for
sedition at the main door of the
Patriarchate, which has since
then been welded shut. The
anti-Greek riots of September
6-7, 1955, decimated the Greek
community left in the city
after the exchange of popula-
tion mandated by the erst-
while League of Nations in
1923. 

The Constitution of Greece

(2001) makes zero reference to
the ancient Greek civilisation.
This is in stark contrast to the
Constitution of Egypt (2014),
which waxes eloquent about
ancient Egypt. However, it
expatiates upon the relation-
ship between the Church and
the State. The Constitution
(Article 3.3) affirms that the
text Holy Scripture (Bible) shall
be maintained unaltered. The
official translation of the Greek
Bible into any language of the
world would require prior per-
mission of the “Great Church
of Christ in Constantinople”
(meaning the Patriarchate). 

It is not anybody’s case that
the denizens of Constantinople
were facing crunch of mosque
space to  offer prayers. There
are already too many of them.
“Most visitors in Istanbul,” says
a travel book, “will immediate-
ly be struck by the quantity of
mosques, from the domed
buildings dominating skyline to
the small neighbourhood
mosques which would pass
unnoticed were it not for the
minarets” (DK Eye Witness
Travel-Istanbul, Pg, 36). There
are around 24 mosques, origi-
nally Byzantine churches,
which dot the seven hills of
Constantinople. Why is Turkey
deliberately setting the clock
back?

(The writer is an author
and independent columnist. The
views expressed are personal)
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Sir — When women are proving
their calibre in every field, why not
a Permanent Commission in
India’s defence forces? Now that
the Government has paved the
way for it, the women’s reservation
Bill, which is still in a state of
limbo, should be steered through
the Houses of Parliament so that
gender equality can prevail in
every walk of life in India. 

Sravana Ramachandran
Chennai
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Sir — This refers to the welcome
decision of the Haryana
Government to accord 50 per cent
reservation for women in pan-
chayat elections. The Supreme
Court had already endorsed the
earlier decision of the Haryana
Government mandating certain
educational requirements for con-
testing the panchayat elections.
Such decisions should be imple-
mented at the national level. Many
political parties cry for religion and
caste-based quotas but oppose
the reservation Bill for women. 

The Election Commission’s

formula, mandating every polit-
ical party to give at least 33 per
cent of tickets to women, must be
immediately enforced nationally
as an interim measure. Moreover,
to prevent women candidates
from being misused as proxies for
their male relatives, there should

be a system whereby the name or
photo of said relations should not
be permitted in campaigns of
women candidates. There should
be a uniform 33 per cent reserva-
tion for women at all levels. 

Madhu Agrawal
Delhi
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Sir — The disposal of cases by
courts is synonymous with inor-
dinate delay. If a criminal case
takes 35 years for disposal, the
courts have no reason to be in a

hurry to dispose of civil cases. The
verdict delivered by a Mathura
court in Uttar Pradesh convicting
11 Rajasthan policemen, who
gunned down Raja Man Singh of
Bharatpur and two of his col-
leagues in Deeg area in 1985, came
after 1,700 hearings. Altogether 25
district judges heard it from time
to time over a period of 35  years.
How well would it be if a judge,
who seriously falls ill, is asked by
a doctor to come after three-four
months for a check-up? Judicial
reforms are absolutely necessary.

KV Seetharamaiah
Hassan
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Sir — In view of the mounting
COVID-19 cases, State-wise data
shows that India hasn’t mounted
a united attack on the novel
virus. Some States have been too
complacent. We need to test
more and the Union Government
must take control of the fight to
flatten the curve. There should be
a national testing protocol.

Kunal Singh
Via email
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Owing to the Novel Coronavirus out-
break, 2020 has been labelled as the year
of morbidity, increasing inequalities, dec-

imated lives and livelihoods when, ironically, it
was to be the year of ushering in ambitious deliv-
erables under the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). The United Nations Department
of Economic and Social Affairs (UN-DESA) has
reiterated the necessity of fulfilling SDGs for
development, post-COVID-19 recovery and
also for ensuring preparedness for a new and
monumental crisis of global climate change. In
view of this, it is pertinent to draw an SDG-level
map on how India can walk this delicate path
with enriching prospects.

Languid demeanour towards the SDGs:
With respect to SDGs one and two, that deal with
the goals of “No poverty” and “Food Security”,
India already ranks low on the Global Hunger
Index (102 out of 117 countries). This is way
below all its neighbouring countries. Child
wasting in India is the highest rate for any nation
in the world at 20.8 per cent and child stunting
is at 37.9 per cent. Even Bangladesh has seen
stunting decline from 58.5 per cent to 49.2 per
cent between 1997 and 2011. Nepal has seen a
drop in stunting from 56.6 per cent in 2001 to
40.1 per cent in 2011. India’s score on hunger is
30.3, which means it suffers from a level of hunger
that is “serious.” Even the Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO) has stated that over 200 mil-
lion people in India remain chronically under-
nourished. SDG three, pertaining to “Good
Health and Well-being”, already finds about 1.3
billion people having limited public health facil-
ities, let alone the sophisticated treatment need-
ed for saving the life of a COVID-19 patient. The
Indian healthcare sector manifests a poor score
in terms of the doctor-patient ratio. There is one
doctor for every 1,445 Indians as per the coun-
try’s current population estimate of 135 crore,
which is lower than the World Health
Organisation’s (WHO’s) prescribed norm of
one doctor for 1,000 people. 

India also has an acute shortage of hospital
beds with the National Health Profile, 2019, data
showing that there are a total of 7,13,986
Government hospital beds available in the coun-
try. This amounts to 0.55 beds per 1,000 popu-
lation as against the WHO’s recommended
standard of five beds per 1,000 population. If we
were to include in-patient beds available in pri-
vate, general and specialised hospitals and reha-
bilitation centres, this number goes up to 0.7 beds
per 1,000 as per World Bank data. 

The rural health infrastructure is in a sorry
state as 60 per cent of the Primary Health Centres
have only one doctor while about five per cent
have none, as per the Ministry of Finance sta-
tistics. This is in stark contrast to the urban milieu
which has nearly 60 per cent of all healthcare pro-
fessionals working for 30 per cent of the popu-
lation. The India State-level Disease Burden
Initiative — which is a collaboration between the
Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), the
Public Health Foundation of India (PHFI), the
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation
(IHME), experts and stakeholders from about 100
institutions across the country — states that an
increase in the number of diseases like diabetes,
cardiovascular illnesses in the nation since 1990
is likely to increase the fatality risk of COVID-
19 patients. Emerging evidence has revealed that
Type-1 diabetes may be triggered in COVID-19

patients, who had otherwise been non-
diabetic.

In terms of SDG five (Gender
Equality), India ranks a dismal 122 out
of 162 countries in the Gender
Inequality Index. Meanwhile, the lock-
down scenario has witnessed an almost
two-fold rise in domestic violence
cases, according to data shared by the
National Commission for Women, a
concern already raised by both WHO
and UN Women.

SDG six (Clean Water and
Sanitation) is in the doldrums with 163
million people in India without access
to clean, drinking water. About 82 per
cent of rural and 60 per cent urban
households do not have piped running
water, meaning juxtapositioning avail-
ability, accessibility of water and social
distancing needs amid the pandemic.
The outbreak has impacted the infor-
mal sector the hardest, where more than
80 per cent of the labour force of the
country is employed. This part of the
workforce is likely to drop deeper into
poverty. Taking on SDG eight (Decent
Work and Economic Growth) and
SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities), India
has been witnessing jobless growth as
reflected in the Periodic Labour Force
Survey (NSSO, 2017-2018) data,
exhibiting the shrinking share of the
labour force to 49.7 per cent in 2018
from 55.5 per cent in 2012 and rising
unemployment. 

To make matters worse, the lock-
down left about 96 per cent of the
migrant labourers stranded, wherein 90
per cent had no wages and 70 per cent
had less than �200 ($3.89) in their
pockets, causing many of them to
eventually return to the hinterland, gen-
erating a large pool of unemployed
workers.

SDGs as building blocks to devel-

opment and post COVID-19 recov-
ery: Contextual mapping of State per-
formance under the SDG realm has
been captured through the many
indices that the NITI Aayog has
released, such as the Health Index,
School Education Quality Index,
Composite Water Management Index
and the SDG Index. These have culmi-
nated towards understanding State-level
performances in these core sectors
through self-assessment of needs and
gaps, identification of State-specific pri-
ority sectors, informed policy planning,
skill development and vitalising com-
petitive federalism. 

The National Indicator Framework
developed for State rankings on SDGs
by the Ministry of Statistics Planning
and Programme Implementation
(MoSPI) can serve as a guidebook to
improve performance. Further, all the
spokes of SDGs need to be adhered to,
including capacity and skill-develop-
ment, financial support for planning
and implementation, and a long-term
outlook on sustainable and inclusive
development.

Beginning with SDG three, the total
expenditure (out-of-pocket and public)
on healthcare needs to be scaled up
from the current 3.6 per cent of the
GDP, which is much lower than the
average of Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
(OECD) countries, which ranges from
eight to 17 per cent. While schemes like
Ayushman Bharat have served as an
important tool, investments through
the Public-Private Partnership route
should be pursued in other aspects of
the sectors and also in building localised
healthcare infrastructure steadily
through greater devolution of power
and finances to local governance. 

For SDG eight and 10, welfare

schemes such as the Mahatma Gandhi
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme
(MGREGS) need to be incremented
with sustained budgetary allocation.
During the pandemic, a notable step in
that direction was taken by the Union
Ministry of Jal Shakti when it decided
to employ the homeward-bound
migrant labour force in work related to
groundwater rejuvenation, irrigation
and water conservation. However, there
are reports that around 1.4 lakh fami-
lies have reached their annual work
limit under the Act. They are now push-
ing for wage rates to be increased and
provided on an individual basis rather
than on the basis of households. In the
short-term, finalisation of labour law
reforms to coalesce the disaggregated
ones (there are around 50 Central laws)
and increase of social security coverage,
while working towards a greater degree
of formalisation in the economy and an
emphasis on labour-intensive sectors,
like apparel and footwear in the medi-
um-term, would address the chal-
lenges facing the sector. For a long-term
outlook on SDGs, contributions
towards SDGs must be practised at the
individual level, be inclusive and mutu-
ally beneficial.

The current crisis has recalibrated
lifestyle patterns to encourage individ-
uals into practising minimalism and
sustainable consumption, which is a
crucial step in the direction of endors-
ing SDGs in the long-term, keeping in
mind the emerging global threats in the
form of climate change and resource
scarcity. Moreover, mainstreaming
issues of gender equality, education and
environment protection in the larger
policy framework can help accomplish
multi-faceted results on the SDG front.

(Raj and Rijhwani are Research
Associates, TERI)
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Is there going to be a new Cold
War with China? Probably not.
Consider the case of Huawei.

Mike Pompeo swept into London on
Tuesday like an overweight Darth
Vader, while his local satrap, Boris
Johnson, waited nervously in
Downing Street for judgment. People
swore they could hear Pompeo’s
cloak swish as he strode through the
door. But it was all good: The British
Prime Minister had done enough to
appease the overlord.

The subject at issue was Huawei,
the Chinese telecommunications
firm whose equipment has been
selling to governments throughout

the West because there are no com-
parable Western products available
at a competitive price. The US
response has therefore been political,
not commercial. It demands that its
allies ban Huawei on “security”
grounds. 

The first US strike was in late
2018, when it got Canada to arrest
Meng Wanzhou, Huawei’s Chief
Financial Officer, as she was chang-
ing planes on her way to Mexico. She
is still in Canada fighting extradition,
while two Canadians are held in
Chinese prisons effectively as
hostages for her release. The initial
US charge was breaking sanctions
against Iran, but she’s now accused
of stealing American trade secrets.

Britain had agreed to involve
Huawei heavily in building its new
5G network well before Johnson
became Prime Minister, but he stuck
to the deal despite mounting US
pressure to cancel because he is tak-
ing Britain out of the European
Union (EU) and into what is poten-
tially a very grim future. 

More than half of Britain’s trade
is with Europe, but a free trade deal
after it has left looks increasingly
unlikely. What countries could pick
up at least part of the slack? Only the
US or China, so Johnson desperate-
ly wanted to keep both of those
options open. Washington, of course,
wanted Johnson to foreclose the
Chinese option.

Johnson stuck to his guns right
down through the past year, reas-
sured by Britain’s own security ser-
vices that the Huawei technology
posed no threat, but eventually the
US pressure became irresistible.
Huawei was told that it would not be
participating in Britain’s 5G phone
network and that all its technology
in the 2G, 3G and 4G networks
would have to come out by 2027.

Only days later, however, British
officials whispered in Huawei’s ear
that all was not lost. Britain might
reconsider its decision next year.
Nobody said explicitly “after the US
election,” but obviously Britain would
be keen to bring Huawei back on

board if Donald Trump loses that
election in November (as he now
seems quite likely to).

Word about this reached
Washington in micro-seconds.
(When will they learn that in the
modern communications environ-
ment, anything you say to anybody
instantly becomes known to every-
body?) So Johnson was understand-
ably anxious as he awaited the arrival
of the American viceroy. Sorry,
Secretary of State.

But it was all right with Pompeo.
Johnson would only be disloyal if
Trump loses, and Trump won’t lose
because he’s going to start a new Cold
War. That’s the plan — but it won’t
work. It won’t work because none of
America’s allies, not even one as des-
perate as Johnson, believes that
China is a threat grave enough to jus-
tify a 40-year military confrontation.
Or even a five-year one.

They are not naive about the cur-
rent Chinese regime’s flaws. It is a
nasty, corrupt dictatorship, intoler-
ant of dissent and oppressive towards

its minorities. But it is not territori-
ally expansionist except in its own
immediate neighbourhood (Hong
Kong, Taiwan, South China Sea) and
it is not ideologically attractive even
to its own citizens.

The only ideological tool avail-
able to Xi Jinping is nationalism. He
would deploy it if necessary to
defend his own power, just as Trump
is doing now, but for a sustainable
cold war there needs to be a more
credible sense of threat than is cur-
rently available to either party. 

The idea that China is “the cen-
tral threat of our times,” as Pompeo
put it on Tuesday,  is laughable. It’s
a formidable competitor economical-
ly (although demographically speak-
ing it has feet of clay), but it’s simply
not interested in a classic military
confrontation. China does not both-
er, for example, to maintain a strate-
gic nuclear force remotely compara-
ble to America’s or Russia’s. It truly
believes that nuclear deterrence
makes that kind of war insane, and
keeps only enough missiles to deter

a crazed attacker. The border dispute
with India is remote and petty, and
will not be allowed to escalate by
either side. This is true even though
right now none of the two neigh-
bours are willing to back down and
are engaged in a contest of who will
blink first in the icy heights of
Ladakh, as their citizens watch with
bated breath.

The other major powers, includ-
ing the EU, are simply are not buy-
ing into the Trump-Pompeo vision
of a world divided into two hostile
and militarised blocs like 1945-89.
Even Boris Johnson, for all his sub-
Churchillian pretensions, can’t take
the notion seriously and instantly
hedges his bets after he has to give
it lip-service. “Don’t defend Trump
— attack China!” said the instruc-
tions sent to the Republican Party’s
senatorial candidates, but it doesn’t
work outside the US. It probably
won’t work inside either.

(Gwynne Dyer’s new book is
‘Growing Pains: The Future of
Democracy and Work.’)
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Oakland: Protesters in
California set fire to a court-
house, damaged a police station
and assaulted officers after a
peaceful demonstration inten-
sified late Saturday, Oakland
police said.

Demonstrators broke win-
dows, spray painted graffiti,
shot fireworks and pointed
lasers at officers, the Oakland
department said on Twitter. 

Several tweets called for
peace and asked organisers to
“help us provide safe spaces
and safe places for demonstra-
tors.” 

The protest began earlier
Saturday evening with groups
such as the “Wall of Moms,”
similar to a group that formed
in Portland, Oregon, as pro-
testers faced off with US agents

deployed to that city to guard
a federal courthouse. 

President Donald Trump
had sent the federal agents to
clamp down on protests that
have occurred nightly since the
death of George Floyd in
Minneapolis on May 25.

The protest in Oakland
began peacefully, but turned
violent later into the night. 

An “unlawful assembly”
was declared by police around
11:30 pm and officers asked the
crowd to disperse. 

The fire broke out at the
Alameda County Superior
Courthouse and was contained
a short time later, news outlets
reported. Police said protesters
at one point were “breaking
windows and chanting racial
slurs at residents.”  AP

Dubai: The world's biggest cos-
metics companies have been
selling a fairy tale that often goes
something like this: If your hus-
band's lost interest in you, if your
colleagues dismiss you at work,
if your talents are ignored,
whiten your skin to turn your
love life around, boost your
career and command center
stage.

No company has had
greater success peddling this
message across Asia, Africa and
the Middle East than Unilever's
Fair & Lovely brand, which
sells millions of tubes of skin
lightening cream annually for as
little as USD 2 a piece in India.

The 45-year-old brand earns
the Anglo-Dutch conglomerate
Unilever more than $500 million
in yearly revenue in India alone,
according to Jefferies financial
analysts.

Following decades of per-
vasive advertising promoting
the power of lighter skin, a re-
branding is hitting shelves glob-
ally. But it's unlikely that fresh
marketing by the world's biggest
brands in beauty will reverse
deeply rooted prejudices around
“colourism,” the idea that fair
skin is better than dark skin.

Unilever said it is removing
words like “fair”, “white” and
“light” from its marketing and

packaging, explaining the deci-
sion as a move toward “a more
inclusive vision of beauty.” 

Unilever's Indian subsidiary,
Hindustan Unilever Limited,
said the Fair & Lovely brand will
instead be known as “Glow &
Lovely.” French cosmetics giant
L'Oreal followed suit, saying it
too would remove similar word-
ing from its products. Johnson
& Johnson said it will stop sell-
ing Neutrogena's fairness and
skin-whitening lines altogether.

The makeover is happening
in the wake of mass protests
against racial injustice following
the death of George Floyd, a
black man pinned to the ground

by a white police officer in the
US.

It's the latest in a series of
changes as companies rethink
their policies amid Black Lives
Matter protests, which have
spread around the world and
reignited conversations about
race.

Activists around the world
have long sought to counter
Unilever's aggressive market-
ing of Fair & Lovely, with the
brand's advertisements criti-
cized by women's groups from
Egypt to Malaysia.

Kavitha Emmanuel found-
ed the “Dark is Beautiful” cam-
paign in India more than a

decade ago to counter percep-
tions that lighter skin is more
beautiful than naturally darker
skin. She said multinational
companies like Unilever did
not initiate skin tone bias, but
have capitalized on it.

“Endorsing such a belief
for 45 years is definitely quite
damaging,” Emmanuel said,
adding that it has eroded the
self-worth of many young
women across India.

For women raised on these
fixed standards of beauty, the
market is awash in products and
services that can both brighten
pigmentation from skin damage
and outright lighten skin. AP

Chengdu: Moving trucks and
vehicles with diplomatic plates
pulled out of a US Consulate in
southwest China on Sunday, as
its impending closure over ris-
ing bilateral tensions drew a
steady stream of onlookers for
the second straight day.

People stopped to take self-
ies and photos, jamming a
sidewalk busy with shoppers
and families with strollers on a
sunny day in the city of
Chengdu. A little boy posed
with a small Chinese flag before
plainclothes police shooed him
away as foreign media cameras
zoomed in.

The capital of Sichuan
province, along with Houston
in Texas, has found itself in the
limelight of international pol-
itics as China and the U.S.
Exchanged tit-for-tat orders
last week to close each other's
consulates in the two heart-
land cities.

Police in Chengdu have
shut the street and sidewalk in
front of the consulate and set
up metal barriers along the
sidewalk on the other side of
the tree-lined road.

Uniformed and plain-
clothes officers kept watch on
both sides of the barriers after
scattered incidents following
the Chengdu announcement
on Friday, including a man who
set off firecrackers and hecklers

who cursed at foreign media
shooting video and photos of
the scene.

A man who tired to unfurl
a banner or sign late Sunday
that he called an open letter to
the Chinese government was
quickly taken away.

Earlier, a bus left the con-
sulate grounds and what
appeared to be embassy staff
spoke with plainclothes police
before retreating back behind
the property's solid black gates.
It wasn't clear who or what was
on the bus.

Three medium-size trucks
arrived and left a few hours
later, and cars with diplomatic
plates departed in between.

China ordered the closing

of the Chengdu consulate in
retaliation for a US order ear-
lier in the week to close the
Chinese Consulate in Houston.

The US alleged that the
Houston consulate was a nest of
Chinese spies who tried to steal
data from facilities in Texas,
including the Texas A&M med-
ical system and the University
of Texas MD Anderson Cancer
Center in Houston. China said
the allegations were “malicious
slander.” 

The consulate closings
were a significant escalation in
the tensions between the two
countries over a range of
issues, including trade, tech-
nology, security and human
rights. AP

Islamabad: Pakistan and China
have concluded a secret deal to
expand potential bio-warfare
capabilities, including running
research projects related to the
deadly anthrax, an Australian
media report has alleged,
prompting Pakistan to dismiss
it as a “politically motivated and
fake story.”

In an article published on
July 23, Australia's investigative
newspaper The Klaxon said
China's Wuhan Institute of
Virology has signed a covert
three-year deal with Pakistan
military's Defense Science and
Technology Organization
(DESTO) to collaborate
research in "emerging infec-
tious diseases".

The Wuhan Institute of
Virology has drawn the inter-
national spotlight in recent

months because the novel coro-
navirus is thought to have
originated in Wuhan. There
had been speculation the dis-
ease may have emerged from
that laboratory, however most
experts have since discounted
the theory.

In a statement on Sunday,
the Pakistan Foreign Office
(FO) described the article as a
“politically motivated and fake
story” and said it was com-
posed of “distortion of facts and
fabrications that quote anony-
mous sources”.

"There is nothing secret
about the Bio-Safety Level-3
(BSL-3) Laboratory of Pakistan
referred to in the report.
Pakistan has been sharing
information about the facility
with the States Parties to the
Biological and Toxins Weapons

Convention (BTWC) in its
submission of Confidence
Building Measures," the FO
said.

It said the facility is meant
for diagnostic and protective
system improvement by
Research and Development on
emerging health threats, sur-
veillance and disease outbreak
investigation.

Pakistan strictly abides by
its BTWC obligations and has
been one of the most vocal sup-
porters for a strong verification
mechanism to ensure full com-
pliance by the states and par-
ties to the convention, the FO
said.

The BTWC is a 1975 mul-
tilateral disarmament treaty
banning the production of
chemical and biological
weapons.  PTI
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United Nations: Pakistani
nationals remain at the leader-
ship levels in terror groups
such as al-Qaida in the Indian
Subcontinent, Islamic State in
Iraq and the Levant - Khorasan
and Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan,
and many of them are yet to be
blacklisted, according to a UN
report.

The 26th report of the
Analytical Support and
Sanctions Monitoring Team
concerning ISIL, al-Qaida and
associated individuals and enti-
ties said that in April and May,
the Afghan special forces con-
ducted a series of countrywide
operations and arrested the
head of the ISIL-K Aslam
Farooqi (also known as
Abdullah Orokzai) and his pre-
decessor Zia ul-Haq (also
known as Abu Omar
Khorasani) and others.

Farooqi, who hails from
Pakistan's Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa, is the master-
mind behind the deadly terror
attack on a prominent gurud-
wara in Kabul in March that
killed 25 Sikhs.

He is not blacklisted by the
UN Security Council's 1267 al-
Qaeda Sanctions Committee.
Similarly, Haq is also a Pakistani
national and has not been black-
listed yet. Al-Qaida in the
Indian Subcontinent (AQIS)
operates under the Taliban
umbrella from Afghanistan's
Nimruz, Helmand and

Kandahar provinces and its
current leader is Pakistan-born
Osama Mahmood, who is also
“not listed” under the UNSC
sanctions. Mahmood succeed-
ed Asim Umar.

The report said that the
group reportedly has between
150 and 200 members from
Bangladesh, India, Myanmar
and Pakistan and “is reported-
ly planning retaliation opera-
tions in the region to avenge the
death of its former leader.”

The Sanctions Monitoring
Team report said that the "large
terrorist group present in
Afghanistan” Tehrik-e-Taliban
Pakistan (TTP) is led by Amir
Noor Wali Mehsud.

Pakistan-born Mehsud was
designated a global terrorist by
the UNSC sanctions committee
only this month, more than two
years after he was named the
TTP leader, following the death
of former TTP head Maulana
Fazlullah. Mehsud is supported
by his deputy Qari Amjad and
TTP spokesperson Mohammad
Khorasani, both not listed under
the UNSC sanctions.

This demonstrates that the
Pakistani nationals operate at
leadership levels in the terror
organisations and point to the
terror groups' Pakistani links.

The report said that al-
Qaida is covertly active in 12
Afghan provinces and its leader
Aiman al-Zawahiri remains
based in the country. PTI 
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has written to the UN Security
Council over continued “vio-
lations” of its territory by
Pakistani military forces and
said it will ask the 15-nation
UN body to take necessary
measures and actions to end
them if the situation is not de-
escalated bilaterally.

Afghanistan's Permanent
Representative to the UN Adela
Raz wrote to the President of
the Security Council, Germany,
to report on the most recent
violations of the Afghan terri-
tory by Pakistan's military
forces and said the “incur-
sion" represents a reiteration of
violations as Kabul had previ-
ously expressed its concerns to
the Security Council in
February and August 2019.

Raz said in the letter that
on July 15, Pakistan military
forces began “unprovoked
artillery attacks” against Afghan
border posts and civilian resi-

dential areas in the Sarakano
and Asad Abad districts of
Kunar Province. 

The attacks included 12
heavy artillery strikes targeting
Asad Abad district and more
than 160 artillery rounds fired
at Sarakano district. In addition
to four casualties among mem-
bers of the Afghan National
Defence and Security Forces,
the attacks claimed the lives of
six civilians, including two
women, and eight injuries and
resulted in significant damage
to civilian property.

“We would like to once
again reiterate, as we have in
previous communications, that
the issue of violations of Afghan
territory by Pakistani military
forces has continued despite
numerous appeals made to the
Government of Pakistan, bilat-
erally and through other mea-
sures, to cease their illegal and
provocative activities in our
sovereign territory.

“In that regard, the gov-
ernment of Afghanistan
expresses, once again, its strong
condemnation of Pakistan's
failure to adhere to its obliga-
tions under the principles of
the Charter of the United
Nations” as well as interna-
tional law and international
humanitarian law, she said in
the letter.

Raz said the Afghan
Government is “currently
working to de-escalate the sit-
uation bilaterally, but should
this fail, it will call on the
Security Council to take mea-
sures and actions necessary to
bring about an end to the vio-
lations identified above.”

She also requested that the
letter of complaint regarding
Pakistan's continued activities
be circulated as a document of
the Security Council and “kept
on record for reference should
attempts at de-escalating prove
unfruitful.” PTI 
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Seoul: North Korean leader
Kim Jong Un placed the city of
Kaesong near the border with
South Korea under total lock-
down after a person was found
there with suspected COVID-
19 symptoms, saying “the
vicious virus” may have entered
the country, state media report-
ed Sunday.

If the person is officially
declared a coronavirus patient,
he or she would be North
Korea's first confirmed case. 

The North has steadfastly
said it has had no cases of the
virus, a claim questioned by
outside experts.

The lockdown was declared
Friday afternoon. The North's
official Korean Central News

Agency said
the suspect-
ed virus
patient is a
runaway who
fled to South
Korea three
years ago before illegally cross-
ing the border into the North
early last week.

KCNA said respiratory
secretion and blood tests showed
the person “is suspected to 
have been infected” with the
coronavirus. It said the person
was placed under quarantine.
People who had been in contact
with the suspected patient and
those who had been to Kaesong
in the last five days were also
quarantined. AP
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Tel Aviv: Police said on Sunday
they arrested more than a dozen
Israelis in country-wide protests
the previous night that drew
thousands of people in a grow-
ing and persistent show of force
against Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu and his
handling of the coronavirus
crisis.

Thousands of people
demonstrated outside
Netanyahu's official residence in
Jerusalem and hundreds gath-
ered in a seaside park in Tel
Aviv, demanding Netanyahu's
resignation and slamming his
response to the crisis.

For the first time since the
wave of protests began weeks
ago, hundreds also assembled
outside Netanyahu's private

home in the upscale coastal
town of Caesarea, where heavy
security greeted them. 

Demonstrators across
bridges and intersections waved
black flags, the symbol of one of
the movements behind the
protests that is demanding
Netanyahu's ouster.

The protests are emerging
as among the biggest challenges
to Netanyahu's lengthy rule
since demonstrations over the
cost of living in 2011 drew hun-
dreds of thousands to the streets. 

They come following what
critics say is Netanyahu's fum-
bling of the coronavirus
response and in the shadow of
Netanyahu's corruption trial,
which resumed earlier this
month. AP
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Beirut: A bomb that exploded
Sunday morning in a vegetable
market in a north Syrian bor-
der town controlled by Turkey-
backed opposition fighters
killed eight and wounding 19,
an opposition war monitor
and the state news agency
reported.

The blast scorched market
stalls and scattered produce in
the town of Ras al-Ayn along
the border with Turkey.

The state news agency
SANA said the blast was caused
by a car bomb while the Britain-
based Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights said the explo-
sion was caused by a motorcy-
cle rigged with explosives.

The Observatory said some
of the wounded are in critical
condition adding that the dead
included a woman and a child.
Turkey's Defense Ministry
blamed the attack on Kurdish
insurgents, as it has in dozens
of other such incidents.

Ankara has blamed explo-
sions that killed and wounded
dozens of people in northeast
Syria in recent months on
Kurdish fighters linked to the
Kurdistan Workers' Party, or
PKK, which has waged a
decades-long insurgency inside
Turkey It views the Kurdish
fighters as terrorists, though the
same fighters had partnered
with the US Against the Islamic
State group. AP
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Richmond (US): A city dump
truck was set on fire as pro-
testers faced off with police in
Virginia's capital during a
demonstration in support of
protesters on the other side of
the country in Portland,
Oregon.

Virginia State Police and
Richmond police worked to
clear the crowd of a several
hundred demonstrators late
Saturday. City police declared
an “unlawful assembly” around
11 pm, and what appeared to
be tear gas was deployed to dis-
perse the group.

Protesters had been plan-
ning for days the demonstra-
tion that was called “Richmond
Stands with Portland,” news
outlets reported, in an appar-
ent reaction to ongoing ten-
sions between protesters and

U.S. Agents at the federal cour-
thouse in Oregon's largest city.

Weeks of nationwide
unrest have struck several US
cities since the death of George
Floyd in Minneapolis on May
25. Saturday's protest in
Richmond started at a park and
then demonstrators marched to
police headquarters, according
to news outlets.

Police tweeted a photo of
rocks, batteries and other items
the department said were
thrown at its officers during the
protest. A video also showed an
officer extinguishing a mattress
on fire in the middle of a road.

Glass windows were also
shattered at a Chipotle restau-
rant and a Virginia
Commonwealth University
dorm, the Richmond Times-
Dispatch reported. AP 
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Austin: A man was fatally shot
at a protest in Texas when he
approached a vehicle and the
driver inside opened fire, police
said.

The shooting happened
just before 10 pm. During a
protest in Austin, police
spokesperson Katrina Ratliff
told reporters early Sunday.
The man was taken to a hos-
pital where he was later pro-
nounced dead.

The vehicle had honked,
turned down a road and then
sped toward protesters, wit-
ness Michael Capochiano told
the Austin American-
Statesman.  AP
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New Delhi: Traders’ body
CAIT said it has released rakhis
with the message ‘Aksai Chin
and PoK belong to India’ as a
tribute to Indian soldiers for
their courage and determina-
tion and remembering their
valour on the occasion of Kargil
Vijay Diwas on Sunday.

The Confederation of All
India Traders  is spearheading
a campaign to boycott Chinese
goods. CAIT Secretary General
Praveen Khandelwal said that
rakhis with the message “Aksai
Chin and PoK belong to India”
are made from the soil of India
mixing with plantable seeds fol-
lowed by paint and pasting a
sticker of the message having
rakhi thread on both sides. He
said on August 2, a day before
Rakhi, trade leaders across the
country will visit Army
Hospital in different cities of all
states and tie rakhis to soldiers.
The Kargil war was declared
over on July 26, 1999, after
Indian soldiers pushed back
Pakistani troops, a bulk of
them drawn from the neigh-
bouring country’s Northern
Light Infantry, from the cap-
tured peaks in Kargil. PTI
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Asearch panel headed by
the cabinet secretary is

scheduled to interview short-
listed candidates on August 7
for the post of RBI deputy
Governor, sources said.

As per the earlier sched-
ule, the interview was to take
place on July 23 but was
deferred due to some reasons.

The post had fallen vacant
after senior-most deputy gov-
ernor NS Vishwanathan demit-
ted office three months ahead
of his extended tenure on
March 31 on health grounds
after serving the monetary
authority for 39 years.

The Financial Sector
Regulatory Appointment
Search Committee (FSRASC)
has a list of eight names who
would be interviewed via video
conference, the sources said.

The selected name from
the interview will be sent to the
Appointments Committee of
the Cabinet headed by the PM
for final approval, they added.

Besides the cabinet secre-
tary, other members of
FSRASC include the RBI

Governor, financial services
secretary and two indepen-
dent members.

This vacancy of RBI deputy
governor has been reserved for
the central bank’s internal can-
didate, who would look after
the key supervisory and regu-
latory functions at the Mint
Road.As per the RBI Act, the
central bank should have four
deputy governors - two from
within the ranks, one com-
mercial banker and another an
economist to head the mone-
tary policy department.

At present, the RBI has
three deputy governors - BP
Kanungo, MK Jain and Michael
Debabrata Patra.Earlier this
year, the government extended
Kanungo’s tenure by a year with
effect from April 3, 2020.

Kanungo, whose term was
to end on April 2, had taken
charge as a deputy governor in
April 2017.The deputy gover-
nor appointments are made for
an initial period of three years
and the person is eligible for
reappointment. The deputy
governor gets a fixed salary of
Rs 2.25 lakh per month plus
allowances. 
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The much-awaited Financial
Action Task Force (FATF)

mutual evaluation of India’s
anti-money laundering regime
and legal measures framed to
check financial crimes, sched-
uled for this year, has been
postponed till early next year in
view of the coronavirus pan-
demic, officials said.

They said the on-site
review to be conducted by
experts of the global body was
scheduled to begin in Sep-Oct
but the FATF secretariat in
Paris has conveyed to India that
the review is being tentatively
pushed to Jan-Feb next year.
The FATF is a global money
laundering and terrorist financ-
ing watchdog that sets interna-
tional standards to prevent ille-
gal activities in the economic
and financial channels of a
country and its inter-connect-
ed linkages across the world.

It conducts “peer reviews
of each member on an ongoing
basis to assess levels of imple-
mentation of the FATF recom-
mendations and provides an
in-depth description and analy-
sis of each country’s system for
preventing criminal abuse of

the financial system.”
The review of India’s anti-

money laundering and terror-
ist financing regime was sched-
uled for this year as part of a
regular review cycle after 10
years. The last such review was
done in June 2010, a senior offi-
cer in an anti-money launder-
ing agency said. The FATF,
post this review, had said in
2013 that “India had made sig-
nificant progress in addressing
deficiencies identified in its
mutual evaluation report and
decided that the country should
be removed from the regular
follow-up process.” India has set
up a joint working group com-
prising 22 central investigation,
intelligence gathering and reg-
ulatory agencies to make pre-
sentations and brief the FATF
experts, drawn from various
countries, this time. Some of
the prominent agencies in this
grouping supervised by the
Department of Revenue under
the finance ministry include the
CBI, ED, Income Tax
Department, Directorate of
Revenue Intelligence, Financial
Intelligence Unit , Customs,
market regulator SEBI, banking
regulator RBI and insurance
regulator IRDAI.
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Foreign portfolio investors
(FPIs) remained net sellers

in Indian markets in July so far
on account of both domestic
and global factors, including
rising number of coronavirus
cases and increasing tension
between the US and China.

According to the depos-
itories data, overseas investors
invested �2,336 crore in equi-
ties but pulled out �2,422 crore
from the debt segment, leading
to net outflows of �86 crore
from Indian markets between
July 1-24. In the previous
month, FPIs were net buyers to
the tune of �24,053 crore.

Himanshu Srivastava, asso-
ciate director - manager
research, Morningstar India
said that FPIs have adopted a
“cautious stance” with respect
to investment in Indian mar-
kets. There is a surge in coro-
navirus cases globally, tension
is increasing between the US
and China, and Indian econo-
my is still limping.

“These may act as a
deterrent for foreign investors,”
he said. However, he noted that
a high quantum was invested

by FPIs in equities during the
last week.

Harsh Jain, co-founder
and COO at Groww noted
that FPIs are investing major-
ly in the insurance and IT sec-
tor.

“Pharma and consumer
durables are also gaining pop-
ularity,” he added. 

The IT sector has post-
ed good numbers and most of
the companies have performed
more or less in line with the
expectations, he noted. This
might add to the sector’s
appeal. Regarding the debt
segment, Srivastava said, “FPIs
are yet to gain the level of con-
viction on Indian debt markets
to invest substantially. The pat-
tern of FPI flows into the debt
markets indicate that, given the
current scenario, they are prob-
ably not finding the segment an
attractive investment destina-
tion.” Going forward, he said
the FPI flows would be dictat-
ed by several factors as the sce-
nario globally continues to
evolve. “On the domestic front,
the challenges with respect to
rising COVID-19 cases and
recovery of economic growth
remains,” he added. 
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Driven by investments in
liquid schemes as also

banking and PSU funds, debt
mutual funds saw an inflow of
�1.1 lakh crore in three months
ended June 2020 after wit-
nessing massive redemptions in
the preceding quarter.

Most individual categories
that invest in fixed-income
securities, or debt funds, saw
inflows. However, credit risk,
overnight, ultra-short dura-
tion, medium duration and
dynamic bond funds saw with-
drawals.

The positive inflow
pushed the asset base of debt

mutual funds to �11.63 lakh
crore at June-end from �11.5
lakh crore at the end of March,
according to data with
Association of Mutual Funds
on India (Amfi).

As per the data, inflows
into debt mutual funds were at
�1.1 lakh crore in the three
months ended June, compared
to outflows of �1.13 lakh crore
in the January-March quarter.
Investment into such funds
was at �19,690 crore during the
quarter ended June 2019.

Nearly 80 per cent of the
total inflows during the quar-
ter under review in the fixed-
income segment came through
liquid funds, where most of the

institutional money is parked.
Liquid funds, with invest-

ments in cash assets such as
treasury bills, certificates of
deposit and commercial paper
for the shorter horizon, wit-
nessed inflows amounting to
�86,493 crore during the quar-
ter under review. The segment
had witnessed an outflow of
�94,180 crore in the March
quarter, typically due to
advance tax payment require-
ments.

In addition, banking and
PSU category, which is con-
sidered as a safe option,
received inflows of �20,912
crore in the quarter ended
June 2020, compared to a with-

drawal of �66 crore in the
previous three months. As a
mandate, such funds need to
invest a minimum 80 per cent
of their total assets in debt
instruments of banks, public
sector undertakings, or public
financial institutions. This
makes the category of invest-
ment relatively safer than some
of the other fixed-income cat-
egories in terms of credit risk.

Further, investors poured
in �18,738 crore in corporate
bonds. However, credit risk
funds, which invest 65 per
cent of the investment corpus
in less than AA-rated paper,
saw an outflow to the tune of
�25,905 crore.
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The Government has
amended certain Indian

Accounting Standards (Ind-
AS), including the standard
relating to leases amid the
coronavirus pandemic.

Ind-AS 103, 116 and
some other standards have
been amended by the
Corporate Affairs Ministry.

While Ind-AS 103 pertains
to business combinations, Ind-
AS 116 relates to principles for
recognition, presentation and
disclosure of leases.

In the wake of the pan-
demic, many lessors have
extended rent concessions to
lessees. However, applying the
Ind-AS 116 requirements for
changes to lease payments

could have posed practical dif-
ficulties in the current situa-
tion.

Against this backdrop, the
ministry has amended the rules
whereby entities would get
relief from lease modification
accounting due to COVID-19
related rent concessions. The
amendments can be followed
by lessees for annual reporting
periods beginning on or after
April 1, 2020.

Leading consultancy EY
India’s Partner and National
Leader (Financial Accounting
Advisory Services) Sandip
Khetan said the amendment
was keenly awaited by Indian
companies who were gearing
up for their quarterly results.

“Lease modification
requires re-computation of

lease liability using discount
rate on the date of modifica-
tion. This would have posed
significant challenge to com-
pany whose volume of leases
are very high.

“The amendment to Ind-
AS 116 will provide significant
relief to such lessees for
accounting for rent conces-
sions from lessors specifically
arising from the COVID-19
pandemic,” he noted.

Jigar Parikh, Partner
(Financial Accounting
Advisory Services) at EY India
said that while lessees that
elect to apply the practical
expedient do not need to assess
whether a concession consti-
tutes a modification, they still
need to evaluate the appropri-
ate accounting for each con-

cession as the terms of the con-
cession granted may vary.

As an example, he noted
that there are interpretational
issues with respect to whether
benefit of rent concession
should be accounted for in
profit and loss account or
adjusted against right of use
asset.  Among others, the min-
istry has also amended rules
regarding Ind-AS 

103. These are aimed at
helping entities to determine
whether a transaction needs to
be accounted as a business
combination or as an asset
acquisition. Sandip Khetan said
determining whether an
acquired set of activities and
assets is a business or not, could
result in significantly different
accounting outcomes.
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HDFC Bank chief executive
and managing director

Aditya Puri has sold more
than 74 lakh shares of the pri-
vate lender to raise 
�842.87 crore, according to
regulatory filings.

The share sale, which 
was executed between 
July 21 and 23, brought down
Puri’s holding in the most val-
ued Indian lender to just 0.01
per cent from the earlier 0.14
per cent.

The sale comes months
ahead of Puri’s retirement from
the bank, which he led to
become the largest by 
assets among private lenders
and the second-largest overall
over 25 years.

He sold 74.20 lakh of the
77.96 lakh shares in the bank
and Puri’s remaining holding of
the bank shares is now 3.76
lakh shares valued at over �42
crore as of the last close.

A bank spokesperson
explained that the shares were
allotted to Puri over a period of
time at different price points
and stressed that they were not
given at par with the face value
of the share.
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Diesel price in the national cap-
ital on Sunday inched 

towards the �82 per litre-mark fol-
lowing the second consecutive day
of price hike.

Diesel price was increased by
15 paise per litre, according to a
price notification of state-owned oil
marketing companies. This took
the retail selling price in the nation-
al capital to the highest ever rate of
�81.94 per litre.

Rates vary from state to state
depending on the incidence of local
sales tax or VAT. This is the second
consecutive day of price increase.
Rates were hiked by 15 paise on
Saturday. The price increase on
Saturday came after a four-day hia-
tus in rate revision.

Petrol prices on Sunday
remained unchanged. Prices of
petrol have remained static at
�80.43 per litre for almost four
weeks. Petrol rates were last

changed on June 29.
Prior to hitting the freeze but-

ton, petrol price had been increased
on 21 occasions since the oil com-
panies reverted to daily price revi-
sion on June 7.

The cumulative increase in
petrol came to �9.17 per litre.

Diesel rates have continued to
be revised sporadically in July.
The cumulative increase in diesel
price since June 7 now totals
�12.55 per litre.

In Mumbai, petrol is priced at
�87.19 - unchanged since June 29,
while diesel now costs �80.11 a
litre.

Prior to June 7, oil companies
had for 82 days not revised petrol
and diesel prices as they adjusted
a record increase in excise duty by
the Government against the fall in
rates warranted due to interna-
tional oil prices slumping to a two-
year low.

Commenting on oil prices,
ICICI Securities said sharp recov-

ery in oil price from lows in April
was driven by fall in global supply
surplus from 22.7 million barrels
per day (bpd) to demand-supply
balance in June.

“Global oil supply in June fell
by 13.7 million bpd from April lev-
els, while demand recovered by 9.1
million bpd during the same peri-
od as per IEA. Falling supply and
recovery in demand led to
demand-supply balance in June vs
supply surplus of 22.7 million bpd
in April,” it said.

It said lockdowns due to the
second wave of infections have hurt
demand recovery in the US and
India.

As per EIA data, total US, gaso-
line and diesel demand decline was
steeper in the week ended July 17
than in the preceding 4-6 weeks.

“In India, petrol and diesel
consumption decline is steeper at
12-21 per cent year-on-year in July
1-15 vs 9-16 per cent in June 16-
30,” it said.
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Domestic equity markets
this week will largely be

steered by corporate earnings,
developments on US-China
relations front and Covid-19
trends, analysts said.

Globally, investors seemed
treading cautiously last week
amid deteriorating US-China
ties and an uncertainty about
economic recovery due to still
surging Covid-19 cases in
many countries. Last week,
China ordered the US con-
sulate in Chengdu to be closed,
in retaliation for the US closure
of the Chinese consulate in
Houston following spying alle-
gations. On the coronavirus
front, India’s overall cases tally
climbed to 13,85,522 and the
death toll from the virus infec-
tion rose to 32,063 on Sunday,
official data showed.

Globally, the number of
Covid-19 cases has topped 1.6

crore and the death toll reached
close to 6.5 lakh.

“Record virus infections in
India have also unsettled
investors, with its related delay
in business and earnings recov-
ery. Global markets were also
affected on account of rising
US-China tensions. Any fur-
ther developments in this front
will impact trade this week,”
said Vinod Nair, Head of
Research, Geojit Financial
Services.  On the corporate
earnings side, Kotak Mahindra
Bank, Tech Mahindra, HDFC
and Reliance Industries are
among the companies to file
their quarterly financial results
this week. Another major event
that markets would track is the

Fed interest rate decision on
Wednesday.

Last week, the BSE Sensex
logged gains of 1,109 points or
2.99 per cent and the NSE Nifty
rose 292 points or 2.68 points.

“Investors will keep a close
eye on the upcoming earnings
commentary, US-China esca-
lation, impact of coronavirus
on the economy and develop-
ment on vaccine,” said Sumeet
Bagadia, Executive Director,
Choice Broking.

Also, crude oil movement
and rupee-dollar trend would
be monitored by investors,
analysts said.

Siddhartha Khemka,
Head - Retail Research, Motilal
Oswal Financial Services Ltd,
said, “After the recent spike in
Nifty, market is expected to
consolidate for a couple of
days, given flaring US-China
relations and persistent rise in
virus cases. Thus, the market
volatility is likely to continue.”
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The Reserve Bank is likely to
go in for a minimum 25

basis points cut in key lending
rate in the forthcoming mon-
etary policy review as the need
to revive the coronavirus-hit
economy is pressing notwith-
standing marginal uptick in
inflation, feel experts.

The Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC), headed by
RBI Governor, is scheduled to
meet for three days beginning
August 4 and announce its
decision on August 6.

The central bank has been
taking steps proactively to limit
the damage to the economy
caused by the outbreak of
COVID-19 pandemic and sub-
sequent lockdowns to prevent
the spread of the disease.

A fast-changing macro-
economic environment and
deteriorating outlook for
growth necessitated off-cycle
meetings of the MPC – first in
March and then again in May
2020. The MPC cumulatively
cut the policy repo rate by 115
basis points over these two

meetings.
Higher prices of food

items especially meat, fish,
cereals and pulses pushed the
retail inflation based on
Consumer Price Index (CPI) to
6.09 per cent in June. The
government has tasked the
RBI to keep inflation at 4 per
cent (+, - 2 per cent). 
The central bank mainly factors
in CPI while arriving at its
monetary policy.  

“We anticipate a further
asymmetric cut of 25 basis
points in the Repo Rate and 35
basis points in the Reverse
Repo Rate, in a split decision
from the MPC,” opined Aditi
Nayar, Principal Economist,
ICRA.

Expressing similar views,
Union Bank of India managing
director and CEO Rajkiran
Rai said, “There is a possibili-
ty of a 25 basis points cut or
they may hold on (the rate).”

Nayar said further
said although the retail (CPI)
inflation has exceeded the
MPC’s target range of 2-6 per
cent for three consecutive
months in the lockdown and

initial unlock period, it is
expected to recede within this
range by August 2020.

Industry chamber
Assocham, however, wants the
RBI to focus more on loan
restructuring given the prob-
lems being faced by the indus-
try. “Industry requires an
urgent restructuring of loans
across all the sectors to avert
large scale defaults. 

As is clear from the latest
RBI report, restructuring is
imperative both for the banks
and borrowers.

“The restructuring of the
loan should be amongst the
main priority of the monetary
policy committee,” said
Assocham Secretary General
Deepak Sood.

A treasurer with a state-run
bank was of the view that the
RBI is likely to keep the accom-
modative stance and they may
not cut the rate this time.

“Right now, there is an
ample liquidity in the system
and transmission of rates is
happening. Reduction of rate at
this time may not serve any
purpose,” the treasurer

remarked.
The monetary policy was

already in an accommodative
mode before the outbreak of
COVID-19, with a cumulative
repo rate cut of 135 basis
points between February 2019
and the onset of the pandem-
ic.

Siddhartha Sanyal, Chief
Economist and Head –
Research, Bandhan Bank said
the RBI “looks set to continue”
with its ‘accommodative’ mon-
etary policy stance, targeted
infusion of liquidity and further
calibrated lowering of interest
rates,” he said.

Aarti Khanna, the founder
and CEO of credit helpline
‘AskCred’ said the RBI should
take steps to allow banks to
restructure debt in the stressed
sectors of the economy such as
tourism, entertainment, and
travel.

“So, while rate cuts are
welcome, they would serve lit-
tle purpose unless steps are
taken to revive demand
(expansionary fiscal policy by
the government) and proactive
steps are taken by RBI to

address the looming bad debt
issue,” she said.   Tanuj Shori,
the founder and CEO of Square
Yards, said given that eco-
nomic activities are still strug-
gling to gain strength, the
MPC should consider further
relaxation in policy rates.

“However, besides
lower interest rate, the govern-
ment should also consider
reducing stamp duty, to boost
the real estate sector which
employs more than 50 million
people in India and is a major
contributor to the country’s
GDP,” he said.

Meanwhile, Rumki
Majumdar, Economist, Deloitte
India do not expect any rate cut
this time.

“Despite low interest
rates, there is low demand for
credit as evident from rising
bank deposits. Consumers are
wary of spending on big tick-
et items and will likely prefer
to save more instead, as they
are concerned about the
uncertainties. Businesses are
unlikely to borrow for invest-
ments because of excess capac-
ity,” she said.

������ ��������	

As the economy reels under
the pandemic and post

lockdown woes, Reserve Bank
of India (RBI) Governor
Shaktikanta Das is of the view
that extreme risk aversion by
financial institutions will have
adverse outcomes for all.

Noting that India’s financial
system remains sound, Das, in
his foreword to the RBI’s latest
Financial Stability Report,
wrote that in the current envi-
ronment, the need for financial
intermediaries to proactively
augment capital and improve
their resilience has acquired top
priority.

“In the evolving milieu,
while risk management has to
be prudent, extreme risk aver-
sion would have adverse out-
comes for all,” he wrote.

The Governor’s statement
gains significance as concerns
have been raised that banks are

still risk averse and are largely
shying away from lending in
general, except for the sover-
eign guaranteed ECLGS loans
for MSMEs.

The Financial Stability
Report for July 2020 also shows
that bank credit, which had
considerably weakened dur-
ing the first half of 2019-20, slid
down further in the subsequent
period with the moderation
becoming broad-based across
bank groups. “Subdued bank
credit shows clear signs of risk
aversion,” the report said.

The Governor also said
that currently there is growing
disconnect between the move-
ments in certain segments of
financial markets and real sec-
tor activity.

The pandemic hit India in
a period of growth moderation
and the ensuing disruptions in
demand conditions and supply
chains have been aggravated by
global spillovers, he added.

“Of late, signs of a gradual
recovery from the nationwide
lockdown are becoming visi-
ble,” Das said.
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A brilliant but clumsy high school senior vows to get into

her late father’s alma mater by transforming herself and a
misfit squad into dance champions. The film releases on
Netflix on August 7. 
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A duplicitous young man finds success in the dark

world of social media smear tactics — but his virtual
vitriol soon has violent real-life consequences. The film
releases on Netflix on July 29.
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Science fiction writers predict-
ed in the 1950s that social net-

works like Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter will trap billions of
people one day, in such a way that
they will struggle to break-free,
thus becoming perfect examples
of modern-day robotic prosump-
tion.

Products where producer
and consumer are blurred are
called the “prosumer” so con-
sumers also play a part in a prod-
uct’s creation, as with social
media and Augmented Reality
(AR) games. Science fiction
authors like pioneer Frederik
Pohl foresaw AR video games,
the rise of social media and
trends of hyper-consumption in
the 1950s.

“Pohl’s work highlights the
ability of science fiction to pro-
vide a better understanding of
possible futures and the lasting
impacts of modern and emerging
technologies, allowing people to
see what the world may become
in a way easily understood by a
mass audience,” said Dr Mike
Ryder from Lancaster University
Management School.

Social media users are per-
haps the best example of mod-

ern-day robotic prosumption,
“mindlessly producing and con-
suming content, while social
media firms sell their data and
target them with ads that feed

back into the cycle. Users strug-
gle to be break-free through a
fear of missing out (FOMO).”

New research, published in
the Journal of Consumer Culture

highlights many parallels
between the futures created by
sci-fi pioneer Pohl in the 1950s
and the modern world.

In the worlds imagined in

Pohl’s works, advertising firms
are in charge, exploiting cus-
tomers for profit and priding
themselves on their ability to
shape human desire, where social
status and consumption are
intrinsically entwined, and where
characters become hyper-con-
sumers, threatening the stability
of the local area.

“Science fiction is an impor-
tant tool for testing ‘what-if ’ sce-
narios, speculating on what the
future might bring. Pohl’s worlds
of hyper-consumption, robot
workers and ecological disaster
are even more relevant today
than they were in the 1950s,” said
Ryder.

In The Space Merchants
(1952, with CM Kornbluth), pro-
tagonist Mitchell Courtenay is
forced to spend his low wages on
goods to help make his work
bearable, which creates an ongo-
ing cycle of debt.

His behaviour becomes more
like that of a machine, a produc-
ing-consuming robotic prosumer,
unaware he is trapped in a cycle.
This pre-empted the real-world
criticism of Vance Packard, who
depicted a dystopia where mar-
keters use psychological tech-

niques to influence behaviour to
the point consumers do not
realise they are being influenced.

“Humans become more and
more like machines, such that
consumption itself becomes a
mechanical process, creating a
dystopian world where the only
freedom is the freedom not to
consume, one limited to the very
rich,” explained Ryder.

Take Airbnb for example,
that acts as a broker for users who
are both the producers and con-
sumers of goods, paying to rent
rooms, while making money
through renting out their own.

Uber drivers and passengers
are able to rate each other, mak-
ing the consumers a sort of prod-
uct, and AR video games such as
Pokemon GO see players become
part of the product, appearing in
each other’s games and compet-
ing for the same objectives.

According to researchers,
social theorists and policy mak-
ers need to take science fiction far
more seriously to help prepare for
the world of tomorrow. “The
challenges that arise from new
technologies should be consid-
ered before they happen.”

F'�&+

On a regular summer day in
2019, a journalist had gone
to a madrasa with a spy

camera and a fictitious story of a
known PhD scholar who wanted
to remarry her husband after an
instant triple talaq but didn’t
know the way out. He was referred
to some of the people around and
a man came up with a suggestion
— nikah halala. “Marry her to a
carpenter who works here,” he
said. He would divorce her in two
days after consummating the
marriage, post which she could go
back to her previous husband.
When the journalist refused the
offer, stating the social incompat-
ibility between the two as a rea-
son, the man offered his own can-
didature. And in turn, he asked for
�30,000, an amount which the
journalist refused as he couldn’t
afford it with an income of
�25,000 and a family of four. After
some bargaining, the man final-
ly came down to �15,000.

Journalist and writer Ziya Us
Salam amusingly recalls this story
on the other end of the phone,
while talking about his recent
book, Nikah Halala: Sleeping With
A Stranger. It aims to present the
realities of marriage and divorce
in Islam, marking the differences
between how the Quran looks at
relationships and how the people
misuse them. While the holy
book does not mention instant
triple talaq, the tradition of nikah
halala is unique to the Indian sub-
continent that claims to bring
squabbling couples together but
ends up making a mockery of the
faith and punishes women for the
crimes of men.

Ziya says that Nikah Halala...
has been written as a comparative
volume after the book, Till Talaq
Do Us Part: Understanding Talaq,
Triple Talaq and Khula (2018).
“After the book, there was a lot of
curiosity among people about
nikah halala. Many people who
read it told me that they wanted
to know more about the concept
and how it functions in our soci-
ety. I had also at the time come
across some people who had a dif-
ferent perspective. I felt I must
clarify before the average reader
what the Quran says about nikah
halala and what is the reality of
the practice in India,” adds he.

The nikah halala, according to
Muslim Personal Laws, dictates
that a woman must consummate
her marriage with another man if
she wants to go back to her for-
mer husband, whom she has
divorced. However, there are a
number of misconceptions
around the practice, which not
only lead to its manipulation but
exploits women hugely. So how
does the book address these
myths? Ziya tells us, “I have spo-

ken about the Quranic injunctions
of the subject. The three verses of
the Quran —  from 229 to 231 —
talk about the divorce, multiple
divorce and the nikah halala. As
per the divorce section, the Quran
allows it twice. The man can
divorce his wife once, post which
there is a three-month waiting
period. In that span, the woman
has to stay with her husband and
the two can try to reconcile. If the
man takes back his words and
establishes the reconciliation in
bed, the talaq is ruled out and the
marriage continues.”

However, if it doesn’t happen
for three months, the woman
moves out of the husband’s house
but both are still given a chance
to rethink, after which if they want
to get back together, they can have
a proper nikah again without any
third party intervening. In case

things fall apart again, three
months are again given for recon-
ciliation. However, if now there
comes a second divorce and then
the third one after a second nikah,
the two cannot remarry.

“The Quran now completely
establishes a woman’s indepen-
dence. She should not become an
object of play in the hands of a
whimsical husband who just
thinks that he can take back his
wife whenever he wants to and
then again give talaq. After the
third divorce, the woman is inde-
pendent to get married to anoth-
er man if she wants to,” says Ziya,
adding that now if her second
husband dies or she wants to go
back to her former husband, the
two can remarry.

He adds, “Now, it’s called a
nikah halala! However, it cannot
be one if it has a pre-decided date

of divorce. It cannot be a planned
course that a man has now given
triple talaq to his wife and he
wants her back, so she has to
marry some other man for a
night, who then divorces her so
the former husband can take her
back. They cannot marry just to
be divorced the next day. That’s
not how it works. That’s not how
Quran allows it.”

One of the chapters in Ziya’s
book narrates an incident of a
man who had made a business out
of nikah halala. In early 1990s,
Islamuddin left for Bombay to
earn a livelihood, leaving his wife
and children in Sasaram. While
struggling day and night to find
some relief in the new city, the
man met an acquaintance who
suggested he marry a woman for
two nights and ask for an amount
in return and then divorce her.

This would not only make him
earn a little extra but also let the
woman go back to her divorced
husband. He suggested
Islamuddin to become a nikah
halala husband.

While that was how it worked
in the pre-digital era, on social
media, today, trolls have been
using nikah halala as a
threat/abuse. Several websites and
blogs have been conceptualised to
offer halala marriage services to
women who have been divorced
by their first husbands. One such
currently active Twitter page’s
bio reads, “Assalamu’alaykum
Alhmadulillah, this is a marriage
service for Muslims worldwide.
Take an advantage of it now.”

Ziya comments, “People are
completely ignorant about the
provisions of nikah halala. These
blogs and Facebook pages offer
various men’s candidature to be a
halala husband and surprisingly,
most of them are pretty well-off
and educated people settled in
places like Dubai and Kuwait. This
is highly prominent in Pakistan.
They are ready to take an inter-
national flight to India and do a
nikah halala for two-three days,
consummate the marriage,
divorce the woman and then go
back.”

He says that while for some
the intention of doing nikah
halala is completely pious and
pure — to help their brothers or
sisters in need — what they do not
know is that this is not the way of
the Quran. Adds he, “Having
said that, there are also ill-inten-
tioned people around us who are
just trying to fulfill their lust. But
both of them are wrong. And it’s
only the woman who suffers.
And that’s exactly what my book
highlights.”

Is the book an attempt to
change the dialogue as to how
Muslims and their traditions are
perceived in India? The writer
says that since he is a pratising
Muslim, he has known his com-
munity inside out and hence,
wants to bring out the wrongs. He
adds, “I am criticising a Muslim
practice being a part of this reli-
gion because I know very well
what is afflicting the community.”

He recalls his book Women in
Masjid: A Quest For Justice, which
talked about how mosques do not
allow women to pray inside their
premises as men, a restriction

which is not granted by the Quran
but is practised widely. He says,
“In the book, I pointed out that
across India, masjids have no
provisions for women. They not
only bar women actively but also
practically. There are no toilets or
no musallahs (prayer mats) avail-
able to them in the mosque. Even
the biggest two, Nizamuddin and
Haji Ali Dargah, have strict reg-
ulations for women’s entry. After
that book, one of the mosques in
Seelampur addressed its gathering
one evening and talked about how
women also have the complete
right to practise their religion and
pray in mosques just as men do.
Some of the imams of the masjid
had read the book and they
changed some of the provisions of
their premises. So when a book
can change the way religious
practices are followed, why should
I not write about it?”

He also recalls how a woman
journalist, after his book Till
Talaq Do Us Part..., “finally
divorced her violent and abusive
husband who had also given her
an (invalid) instant triple talaq.”

Looking at history, religion is
quite sensitive and comes with a
certain kind of censorship in
India. So how does Ziya keep
such sensitivities in mind? He
believes that every religion, irre-
spective of whether it is Islam,
Hinduism, Christianity or
Sikhism, is “male-dominated.”
He adds, “A religious society is
designed by men to suit their
taste. If as a Muslim, I criticise
certain practices of other reli-
gions, whether it is Hinduism or
Sikhism, it may not be taken in
the right spirit, given the times we
are living in. So just like I said, I
am a practising Muslim. And it’s
also a reason why I’m more like-
ly to be given a patient hearing.
They are more likely to listen to
me if I am calling out that prac-
tice. Also, when one is speaking
the truth, you don’t have to think
whether it’s the right time to
speak it or not. Reality never
transforms. When you are talking
about a good thing in any reli-
gion, there’s never a wrong time
to say it. The book in a way
expresses the Quran. I think this
is also the best time to dispel any
misconceptions about Islam.”

On a lighter note, the 
quarantine period has turned
out to be quite productive for Ziya
given that apart from Nikah
Halala..., two of his other works
have been published and are
releasing — Inside the Tablighi
Jamaat and Shaheen Bagh: From
a Protest to a Movement. He
chuckles and says that the first
book was already drafted in 2019
and had to be published in April.
But alas, “the lockdown!”
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An ex-soldier, a
teen and a cop collide
in New Orleans as
they hunt for the
source behind a dan-
gerous new pill that
grants users tempo-
rary superpowers.
Starring, Jamie Foxx,
Joseph Gordon-
Levitt and
Dominique Fishback,
the film releases on
Netflix on August 14.
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Most of the world believes that with the advance-
ment of science and technology, humans have

been liberated from blind faith and superstition.
They have now been enabled to understand the dif-
ference between the truth and the myth. But when
one observes things more closely, one finds that, even
in this era of high tech and scientific sophistication,
there are quite a number of current beliefs that
belong to the category of myths, yet the intellectu-
als are committed to them. One of these beliefs that
is savoured as truth is that the good of the society
is defined by democratic and political processes and
not by the maturity of the spiritual aspect of the per-
sonalities involved.
Even though one
can easily see that
there are thousands
of social and polit-
ical problems in
countries, where
democratic and
other political
processes are at
work, yet one over-
looks these afflic-
tions and continues
to enjoy this cur-
rent myth as truth. 

It is an open
secret that the
countries which are
considered as genuinely democratic, both constitu-
tionally and practically, are also suffering badly from
fear psychosis and a tearing sense of insecurity. There
are a large number of people there who are victims
of mental issues such as depression, paranoia, bro-
ken marriages, fragmented families, drug habits,
child abuse, increasing tendency to indulge in vio-
lence, suicides and much more. Yet the myth pre-
vails that full democratic processes and latest eco-
nomic theories create conditions of heaven, so spir-
ituality can take a back seat. This new kind of eco-
nomic and political myth makes people convenient-
ly forget that a mentally disturbed person, who is
facing inner turmoil, creates disturbance in the whole
society. The truth, therefore, is that the disorder, tur-
moil and violence that prevail in the society are a
reflection of the war that is there in the minds of
people. Hence, peace in the society cannot be
restored by political science or economics, but by
practices that bring solace to the tormented spirit. 

Let us not overlook the fact that consciously or
unconsciously, every person is seeking some form
of self realisation so that s/he can express his or her
own potentialities. It would, therefore, amount to
denying the undeniable truth that there is a spiri-
tual dimension of man’s existence and we can over-
look it at our own peril. Undoubtedly, the right type
of political and economic processes are necessary
but to think that these can bring happiness to life
without enriching the spiritual aspect of man’s per-
sonality is like considering a myth as truth.

It is an irrefutable fact of life that man has a phys-
ical and also a spiritual dimension of his life.
Therefore, one cannot continue to live happily in a
state of separation from an important part of him-
self. It is a pity that in this era of science and tech-
nology, man always talks only about the social, eco-
nomic and political realities in an empirical and util-
itarian language. He forgets other realities and val-
ues which are spiritual in their nature. But the time
has come when man must wake up once again to
the truth that he has a social dimension. Hence, the
myth that man is merely a physical being with only
economic and political dimension has to be broken.
Only when we have this holistic perspective of life,
we will be able to have a self-realisation ethic. Only
then, we will be able to have development of the full
human potential.
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Reverse migration of the workers
and the distressing visuals of their
hardships while returning to their

villages during and after the lockdown
have raised some important concerns. Be
it the video of a migrant worker impro-
vising a wooden cart and pulling his
pregnant wife and infant daughter in
their arduous journey, or that of an
exhausted woman dragging her suitcase
on a highway, while her five year old son,
worn out by exhaustion and weariness,
sleeps on the suitcase — these visuals
stare at us with tell-tale stories of despair. 

Asha (name changed), a seven-
year-old girl, was in charge of guarding
her four-year-old sibling when a relief
worker on COVID-19 met her at the bus
stop. Waiting patiently for her parents to
return home who had gone to look for
food from families nearby, the girl
revealed that they were originally from
Bihar. This little family of road construc-
tion workers were living in a slum in
Sirathu Tehsil at Kaushambhi district,
Uttar Pradesh. They had no idea how to
go back to their village. “We don’t even
have money for food. How will we trav-
el?” asked the seven-year-old.

The nationwide lockdown to prevent
the spread of the pandemic has changed
many lives, mostly those of the margin-
alised. The media coverage of the suffer-
ings of the underprivileged families was
limited to the impact on their daily lives.
As we move forward, it is time that we
discuss the detailed impact of the deci-
sions that were taken in the past few
months on the lives of children. The
front-liners at CRY (Child Rights and
You), during the relief work have wit-
nessed the helplessness of several chil-
dren like Asha who stare into a dark,
bleak future. 

�Impact on children’s health and
hygiene

Health of children belonging to the
lower strata has always been a major con-
cern. Due to lockdown, the situation got
worse — children who accompanied
their parents while migrating back to
their villages faced immense challenge
of food and water during travel. The issue
of hunger is going to loom large over
them in the times to come. Due to the
closure of schools, the mid-day meal
facility is not in place, which in turn is
leading to depleting nutrition levels in
children.

They are now deprived of immuni-
sation, basic health provisions and
hygiene. ICDS (Integrated Child
Development Scheme) and Public Health
centres were completely shut during the
lockdown, bringing all essential services
like Polio vaccinations, routine immu-
nisations, availability of IFA (Iron & Folic
Acid) tablets, take home rations (THR)
and pre-natal / post-natal care of preg-
nant women to halt in most of the states.
Thus, the risk of undoing the gains of
previous years in improving infant and

maternal mortality rates and immunisa-
tion targets is very high. The suspension
of the usual sanitation and hygiene ser-
vices at the community level have also
increased the chances of higher inci-
dences of diarrhoea, jaundice, typhoid
and other water-borne diseases. 

�Plight of the working children
Sadly, many children (especially in

the 15-18 age group) migrate alone for
work. During the lockdown period,
they were either not paid or were desert-
ed by their employers. The children who
were working under hazardous condi-
tions are at an extreme risk as the
employers cannot disclose their identi-
ties (due to the illegal hiring), making
their rescue or provision of relief impos-
sible. 

�Threat to children’s safety and psy-
cho-social well-being

To watch their families suffer creates
deep sense of anxiety, insecurity and

extreme psychological pressure on chil-
dren, leaving them vulnerable for life.
The long lasting emotional impacts of
such incidences on their lives and over-
all personality are immense. The children
of the workers have seen thousands of

people around them crying, dying and
begging for food and life. Their plight is
beyond comprehension. 

Additionally, they are at an even
higher risk of physical, emotional and
sexual abuse, and even trafficking.
Trafficking is a huge threat in overcrowd-
ed areas, trains/buses, transit camps
where such predators are extremely
active. Inaccessibility to education at this
stage also exposes children to crime and
other abuse besides leaving them home-
less.

This acute and severe stress on chil-
dren during their formative years can
impact their self-esteem and decision
making abilities lifelong, thereby impact-
ing their learning outcomes and reten-
tion in school.

�Lag in education
Even before the pandemic, the fre-

quent movement adversely impacted the
continuity of education for children of
migrant workers. Many children get

enrolled, but didn’t attend school due to
seasonal migration. Either they remain
out of school or attend pre-school cen-
tres run by civil society organisations at
work sites. 

This year, however, will keep many
more children away from school push-
ing them into child labour. Due to the
gap in schooling, loss of family’s income
and loss of interest as they have no access
to online or broadcast classes, many chil-
dren might never return to schools. 

�The way forward
Various child rights organisation in

India, including CRY,  have been provid-
ing relief and rehabilitation services to
vulnerable children and communities.
They are reaching out to the government
and frontline workers to provide essen-
tial services. But there are miles to go and
the government, civil society organisa-
tions and the private sector must join
hands in this journey. 

The focus must be on education and
survival. It is very important that chil-
dren get enough food and nutrition.
Food packets, milk and other weaning
products must be a part of the package
for younger children. Protein-rich nutri-
ents and food diversity will boost their
immunity and strength. We must also
realise that uncooked food is of little help
as migrants do not have access to
kitchens. 

Those still returning to their native
villages should be provided with usable
public toilets with proper sanitation, and
for their dignity as well. Quarantine facil-
ities, relief and transit camps at state bor-
ders, block or panchayat level must
arrange safe and child-friendly shelters
where nutritious food, water and sanita-
tion facilities must be provided.

The overcrowded and under-per-
forming Public Health Centres in villages
need necessary financial and other sup-
port to be able to tackle health emergen-
cies. They must also attend to and admit
the returning migrants without discrim-
ination. 

In all of this, we must not forget our
girls. They are vulnerable to being left
behind and married off as a result of abject
poverty. We also tend to forget about their
menstrual health during emergent times. 

It is time for local governments to step
up to the task. Tracking all children of
migrant families, registering them,
extending ICDS services to even unreg-
istered ones, maintaining continuity of
immunisation, supplementary nutrition
and other maternal and child care services
are the imperatives of the hour.
Appropriate measures need adequate
investments, and that truly is the call of
the day for the government at every level.
For, in words and in action, we must all
be in this crisis ‘together’, leaving behind
no child and marginalised family. 

(The writer is the CEO, CRY (Child
Rights and You.)
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It is rightly said for Jammu and
Kashmir that it has always

been more than just a mere
place. The state, now UT, breathes
within its locals and visitors alike
with a pulse that they can sense,
a heartbeat that they can feel and
an expression that they can per-
sonify. Even though the beauty of
Jammu and Kashmir never fails
to amaze people, there are sever-
al development challenges that its
people have to face every day.
Only if the UT administration
had been serious in the field of
tourism, multiple development
challenges of unemployment,
backwardness and poverty could
have been addressed. Although
many places in the UT, especial-
ly in Kashmir province have
been developed and are quite
famous among tourists, there
are many remote districts in
Jammu region that need special
attention. 

Located at a distance of 235
km from Jammu, Poonch district
is situated in between the banks
of Poonch River and Betar River.
The fact that there are rivers on
both sides of the city adds to its
beauty and makes the place more
charming. Approximately 20 km
from Poonch city, the area of
Tehsil Mandi is adorned with
snow-capped mountains fronted
by chinar trees, waterfalls and
endless streams of numerous
rivers. About 32 km from here is
the border area of Saujiyan,
blessed with a sumptuous
autumn season. At a distance of

only a few kilometres, the area of
Nediyan Dhok begins, where
one can find himself standing in
a lush and green forest setting
with the scent of pine needles
wafting in the air. In between the
forest, there is a billowing and
noisy river as white as milk and
as cold as ice. There are pastures
around the green fields where
cattle roams. The sounds of local
people’s songs and the houses
built are reminiscent of the
ancient times. 

Tanveer Ahmed, a 30-year-
old man, who came here for
leisure, recalls, “Even when there
was no road, there were people
coming in around the spring sea-
son. Now that the road has been
built, more tourists are coming
here. But they all deal with cer-
tain problems.”

While the world is reeling
under the pandemic, residents of
the above-mentioned places and
a few other several unexplored
destinations, have different con-
cerns. They lack even the basic
infrastructure like schools, col-
leges, hospitals and sanitation,

making it difficult for day to day
survival. 

The most difficult time
comes when the season changes
and rains and storms start here.
This is one such example why the
residents require special attention
from the higher authorities. The
various locations in the valley

have a great potential for tourism
but again, due to the situations
prevailing in the past few
decades, there had been some
limp seasons in the tourist
arrivals. There is dire need and
intervention of leaders at differ-
ent levels to get back the tourism
footfall. And it’s only possible

when the development will take
place, when all the facilities will
be easily available for tourists at
a particular destination. The res-
idents believe that if the area is
brought on the tourism map in
the right way, hundreds of young-
sters will not be forced to stum-
ble for employment. It’s only

due to the negligence that they
are facing such chaotic times. 

“The government usually
spends huge amounts just to
enhance and improve the appear-
ance of a place in order to bring
in tourism footfall. But here, the
matter is way different. With the
sound of gushing water, aroma of
pine trees and the vibrancy of saf-
fron, the valley is already blessed
with natural beauty, which sur-
prises everyone. There is just a
need to uncover the area, which
is still in the shadows,” feels
Gulbar Ahmed Lone, a 25-year-
old resident of Gagrian.

Educated youth, here, could
have made the best of their liveli-
hood by joining the tourism sec-
tor, but this has not yet been pos-
sible due to the inattention. The
people here want to ask their lead-
ers the question of how long will
they have to suffer from such dif-
ficult situations. Will there be a
permanent solution soon to erad-
icate all these issues and boost in
the tourism sector? Well, the
journey might be long but the
destination seems certain. Hard
work is difficult, but the fruit of
that hard work has always been
sweet. Demand for bringing foot-
fall needs to be further intensified.
We need to extend our support to
the tourists, so that their journeys
can be made easier and the less-
er known locations can be put on
the tourist map, which will in turn
lead to employment of thou-
sands of unemployed youth.
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Former Real Madrid
manager Fabio Capello

believes Eden Hazard has
struggled to deal with the
weight of the Real Madrid
shirt following his high-
profile move from
Chelsea.

Hazard joined the
Spanish club from Chelsea on
a five-year contract for a
reported 100 million euros
($116.54 million) ahead of the
2019-20 season.

The Belgium internation-
al inspired Chelsea to two
Premier League trophies dur-
ing his time at Stamford
Bridge but has failed to hit
similar heights in Spain, with
injuries limiting him to 21
appearances in all competi-
tions this season.

“He hasn’t been the play-
er he was at Chelsea and he
was injured for a long time, he
hasn’t adapted,” Capello told
Marca.

“I’ve always thought of

him as a great player but the
Real shirt weighs heavily and
Hazard has sunk this year. It’s
clear that he’ll be better next
season,” added the Italian, who
led Real to two La Liga titles.

With Hazard struggling
for form, the onus was on
Karim Benzema to
shoulder the goal-scor-

ing responsibilities
and the French
striker enjoyed one
of the best seasons
of his career, net-
ting 21 league
goals and firing

Real to a record-
extending 34th La
Liga crown.

“He’s become a
benchmark for Real.
He has taken on

responsibility that he
didn’t have when he
played with Cristiano

Ronaldo, he has a nose
for goal and he’s shown
it,” added former
England coach
Capello.
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Nobody in world cricket is even close to
England all-rounder Ben Stokes, who

is “in his own league”, reckons former India
opener Gautam Gambhir.

England’s World Cup hero Stokes has
been in top form in the ongoing Test series
against the West Indies. He scored a mag-
nificent 176 to help England win  the sec-
ond Test.

He has a tally of 313 runs apart from
nine wickets in two Tests.

“You can’t compare anyone in India at
the moment with Ben Stokes. Absolutely
not, because Ben Stokes is in his own
league,” Gambhir said.

“What he has done in Test cricket, in
one-day cricket, in T20 cricket, I don’t think
so there’s anyone, let alone in India, there
isn’t anyone who’s even close to him in
world cricket at the moment,” he was quot-
ed as saying in Star Sports show Cricket
Connected.

The 38-year-old Gambhir said Stokes
is a cricketer whom every captain would
like to have in his team.

“That is the kind of impact player you
need in every line-up. It would
be a dream for every captain
to have someone like Ben
Stokes — whether he’s bat-
ting, whether he’s bowling,
whether he’s fielding,” said
Gambhir, who played
58 Tests between 2004
and 2016.

Stokes led
England in the first
Test against the West
Indies in the absence
of Joe Root, though
they lost the series-
opener.

Talking about
Stokes’ leadership
qualities, Gambhir
said, “He’s a leader in
his own capacity. You
don’t need to be called a
captain to be a captain.
You can be a leader by
your own performances
as well.

“So, I think there are
a lot of guys would be
actually looking to be like
Ben Stokes, but unfortu-
nately, there’s no one at the
moment in world cricket.” 

8��������� Barcelona presi-
dent Josep Bartomeu repeated
on Sunday that he had “no
doubt” that Lionel Messi would
sign a new contract adding that
he can only see Neymar
returning in a player exchange.

“Messi has said many
times that he wants to retire
here and I have no doubt that
he will re-sign,” said Bartomeu
in an interview published by
Mundo Deportivo.

Messi’s contract expires in
June of 2021 and local radio
station Cadena Ser reported at
the start of July that the
Argentine had broken off talks
with the club.

In discussing plans for
next season and financial con-
straints on the club, Bartomeu
addressed another long-run-
ning issue: the possibility that
Neymar would return from

Paris Saint-Germain.
“Now we are making deci-

sions and the players, if they do
not come as part of a player
exchange players, it is very dif-
ficult for them to come,”
Bartomeu said.

Bartomeu said another
priority was persuading
German goalkeeper Marc-
Andre ter Stegen, whose con-
tract expires in 2022, to sign a
new deal “not only for his qual-
ity as a goalkeeper but for his
personality”.

“He’s a pillar of the dress-
ing room and of the future,”
said Bartomeu. “At 28 he’s one
of the three best in the world.”

�����
3��5� Romelu Lukaku scored in

either half as Inter Milan
claimed a 3-0 win against
struggling Genoa to move
second in Serie A behind
Juventus who can win a a
ninth title in a row on Sunday
night.

Antonio Conte’s title
ambitions took a knock with
back-to-back stalemates
against Roma and Fiorentina.

But Inter pulled back
ahead of Atalanta, and

within four points of
leaders Juventus, who
are poised to claim a

36th Scudetto when they
play Sampdoria in Turin.

Lukaku nodded in
Cristiano Biraghi’s cross
after 34 minutes in the

northwestern port city, with
the former Manchester
United forward accelerating
to finish off an individual

effort three minutes into
injury time. The 27-year-old
Belgian brought his tally to 23
league goals this season, and
29 in all competitions.

Alexis Sanchez, on-loan
from United, was also on tar-
get with eight minutes to go,
picking up a Victor Moses
cross to volley in for his
fourth league goal this sea-
son.

FOUR GOALS OFFSIDE
In Naples, Napoli beat

Sassuolo 2-0 with the visitors
having four goals ruled offside
— two in either half. Three
were chalked off by VAR.

Albanian defender Elseid
Hysaj opened the scoring for
Napoli after eight minutes in
the San Paolo Stadium.

Filip Djuricic then had
two goals ruled out as did

Francesco Caputo and
Domenico Berardi following
VAR viewings before
Brazilian Allan sealed the
points for the hosts three
minutes into injury time.

Seventh-placed Napoli —
already through to the Europa
League as a result of their
Italian Cup victory — extend
their lead on pursuing Sassuolo,
in eighth, to 11 points.

�������� Second-ranked
Simona Halep withdrew from
the Palermo Ladies Open on
Sunday following a quarantine
ordinance issued by Italy’s
health ministry.

“Given the recent rise in
Covid-19 cases in Romania
and my anxieties around inter-
national air travel at this time,
I have made the tough decision
to withdraw from Palermo,”
Halep tweeted.

“I want to thank the tour-
nament director and the Italian
ministry of health for all efforts
on my behalf.”

The August 3-9 tourna-
ment announced on Sunday

that the Romanian player’s
manager, Virginia Ruzici, had
informed Palermo officials of
the decision.

The move comes after
Italy’s health minister on Friday
signed an ordinance requiring
all those who have in the last
14 days stayed in Romania or
Bulgaria to quarantine.

STOSUR TO SKIP 2020
�������� Former US Open
champion Samantha Stosur
has decided to sit out the rest
of 2020 amid the Covid-19
pandemic after becoming a
mother last month but the 36-
year-old Australian has vowed

to return to court next year.
Stosur recently announced

this month that her partner Liz
Astling gave birth to daughter
Evie in June.

“With the schedule com-
ing up, with Covid, with quar-
antine and with all the other
things that you’re going to
have to deal with, I’ve decided
that I’m going to take the rest
of the year off,” Stosur told
Tennis Australia.

“I’m going to stay here,
enjoy being with my family, go
through all those little mile-
stones that Evie is going to have
in the next six months and just
really enjoy being home.” AP
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World championship Gold
medallist PV Sindhu on

Sunday said initial failures at
the international stage were
disappointing but defeating
the then reigning Olympic
champion Li Xuerui at the
China Open in 2012 strength-
ened her resolve to succeed in
the senior circuit.

Sindhu had burst onto the
scene when as a 16-year-old
she had stunned London
Olympics Gold medallist Li in
the quarterfinals of China
Masters. A year later, she
claimed a maiden Bronze
medal at the prestigious World
Championships.

She eventually went on to
win five medals in the presti-
gious tournament — two
Bronze, two Silver and a Gold,
besides the Olympic Silver
medal four years ago in Rio de
Janeiro.

“When I started playing I
was doing well but internation-
al standards are not the same.
In the beginning, I kept losing
in first rounds, qualifying
rounds. I realised I needed to
go out harder, that is when I

kept working hard,” Sindhu
told paddler Mudit Dani on his
show In The Sportlight.

“I used to feel sad and
thinking what mistake I’m
making, I am also working
hard as others.

“I think that turning point
I would say I got in 2012
where I beat Li Xuerui, she was
current Olympic champion at
that time. Since then I worked
extra hard and I have been
improving step by step, year by
year.”
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Rory Burns and
Dom Sibley were
sharing an

unbeaten opening stand
of 86 as England built
up a 258-run lead over
the West Indies by tea
on day three of the
deciding third Test at
Old Trafford on Sunday.

By dismissing the
Windies for 197 before
lunch thanks to four
wickets from Stuart
Broad, England took a
lead of 172 runs into the
second innings and was
on course to take a for-
midable advantage into
the final two days in
Manchester.

Burns was on 38
and Sibley was 40 not

out.
Earlier, Broad fin-

ished with figures of 6-
31 to move onto 497
Test wickets and contin-
ue his brilliant form in
this match, having
already smashed a
game-turning 45-ball
62 at  the end of
England’s first innings.

Resuming on 137-6,
Jason Holder and Shane
Dowrich reached their
first target — getting the
West Indies past the
follow-on mark — as
England started Day 3
with the same pacemen
who f inished on
Saturday, Jofra Archer
and Chris Woakes.

However,  it  a l l
changed when veterans
Broad and James

Anderson came into the
attack.

Off his third deliv-
ery of the day, Broad
trapped Holder lbw for
46, with a review back-
ing up the on-field deci-
sion. Then, off his third
over, Broad removed
Rahkeem Cornwall (10)
and Kemar Roach (0) in
the space of four balls.

Broad then took the
sixth wicket when
Dowrich (37) slashed
at a short ball and
Woakes snaffled the
catch after gett ing
round from mid-on.

Broad was dropped
for the first Test — won
by the West Indies in
Southampton — and
didn’t  take it  well ,
expressing his disap-

pointment in a TV
interview during the
match.

Restored for the
second Test in
Manchester, Broad took
three wickets in each
innings in a win for
England.

In the third Test,
he has made his best
score with the bat since
2013 and taken his 18th
five-wicket haul in
Tests.

The West Indies
were further hampered
when wicketkeeper
Dowrich had to leave
the field after taking a
bal l  from Shannon
Gabriel in the mouth.
Joshua da Silva came on
as a replacement for
Dowrich.3
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Sri Lanka cricket legend Kumar
Sangakkara has backed Sourav

Ganguly for the ICC chairman’s
post, saying the BCCI president’s
“astute cricket brain” and vast
experience as an administrator
make him a “very suitable” candi-
date for the role.

Admitting that he is a big fan
of Ganguly, Sangakkara said the
former India captain has an inter-
national mindset which is necessary
to remain unbiased in an important
position.

“I think Sourav definitely can
make that change. Quite a big fan
of Dada not just because of his
stature as a cricketer but I think he
has a very astute cricket brain,”
Sangakkara, who is currently the
Marylebone Cricket Club (MCC)
Chairman, told India Today.

“He has the best interests of the
game at heart and that should not
change just because you are the
BCCI president or the ECB or SLC
or any other cricket board when
you are at the ICC.

“Your mindset should be truly
international and not just con-
strained by partisanship in terms of
where I come from — am I Indian,
Sri Lankan or Australia or English
but really understand ‘yes I am a
cricketer and what I am doing is
what is best for all cricketing coun-
tries’.”

The former Sri Lanka skipper
said Ganguly has the potential to
build relationships, which is vital for
the influential position in cricket’s
governing body.

“I have seen his work even
before he took over as the BCCI
president, even before administra-
tion and coaching, and how he has
built relationships with players
around the world, his standing in
the MCC cricket committee,” he
added.

Former BCCI chief Shashank
Manohar stepped down as the
ICC Chairman earlier this month.
Hong Kong’s Imran Khwaja,
Manohar’s deputy in the ICC, has
been given interim charge till the
time elections are not conducted for
the post.

Sangakkara is not the only for-
mer international skipper to have
vouched for Ganguly. Former
Proteas captain and CSA director
of cricket, Graeme Smith had also
supported Ganguly for the role.

Ganguly, on his part, recently
stated that he is in no hurry to take
up the ICC role. 

�	������ Indian Grandmaster
Viswanathan Anand suffered
his fifth straight defeat in the
$150,000 Legends of Chess
online tourney, going down 2-
3 to Peter Leko of Hungary.

The former world champi-
on got off to a good start and
won the first game of the best-
of-four contest. The next two
games were drawn before Leko
levelled by winning the fourth.

The Hungarian then
claimed the Armageddon (a

tie-breaker) to ensure Anand
remain winless and at the bot-
tom of the points table.

Anand, who is making his
maiden appearance on the
Magnus Carlsen Chess Tour,
had earlier lost to Peter Svidler,
Magnus Carlsen, Vladimir
Kramnik and Anish Giri. 

World No1 Carlsen
bounced back strongly to
avoid an upset, beating veter-
an Vasyl Ivanchuk 3-2 to stay
on top. PTI

8�������Bayern Munich defend-
er Niklas Suele has fully recov-
ered from torn cruciate liga-
ments as his team chase a treble
of titles, coach Hansi Flick said
on Sunday.

Germany international
Suele suffered the injury in
October and has not played
since.

“I am very satisfied with
how he has been training and
his intensity level," Bayern coach
Hansi Flick told a news confer-
ence.

“Even today in training in
nine against nine he did it real-
ly well. I expect him to be at
100%.” AP
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Kemar Roach set his sights
on yet more success after

the fast bowler became just the
ninth West Indian — and first
since 1994 — to take 200 Test
wickets.

Barbados fast bowler Roach
reached the landmark when he
had England’s Chris Woakes
playing-on during the second
day of the third Test on
Saturday.

And the 32-year-old Roach
was understandably proud of
his achievement in becoming
the first West Indies bowler

since Curtly Ambrose 26 years
ago to take 200 Test wickets.

“I guess I had that land-
mark on my mind a little bit too
much, I had a few restless
nights,” Roach, who amazingly
went wicketless when the West
Indies beat England in the
opening match of this series,
told the BBC.

“It’s good to get past that
barrier now and see how many
more I can get. 300 would be
great. I’ll work hard to get
there and we’ll see how many I
can go past 300,” added Roach,
now in his 59th Test following
a debut in 2009.
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Veteran pacers James
Anderson and Stuart Broad

complement each other well
and their performances over
the years have only proved that
age is just a number, feel former
England cricketers.

Both Anderson and Broad
are in their mid-30s, but former
England captain Alec Stewart
believes the duo should play
together for England as long as
it is possible.

“A lot has been said and
written about whether Broad
and Anderson are on their way
out and if they should play
together,” Stewart, who has
scored 8463 runs in 133 Tests for
England, was quoted as saying
on Sky Sports — Cricket Debate.

“Well, they have shown that
forget what their age is and what
their birth certificates say — if
you are good enough (age does-
n’t matter). Pick on perfor-
mance and what people can do.

“I appreciate having an eye
on the future but, here and
now, Broad and Anderson tak-

ing the new ball is as good as
there is and they showed all
their qualities.”

While England dropped 34-
year-old Broad for the first Test
against the Windies which they
lost in Southampton, Anderson,
37, was rested for the second
game.

But fielded together, both

the pacers are making an impact
in the ongoing series decider. 

Former England pacer
Dominic Cork agreed with
Stewart, saying Anderson and
Broad’s different styles of bowl-
ing augur well for the team.

“I understand these are
back-to-back Test matches and
England want to make sure
they (Anderson and Broad) play
the majority of games,” said the
48-year-old, who took 131 wick-
ets in 37 Tests for England.

“But they are closing in on
1,000 Test wickets between them
and complement each other
really well with their different
styles of bowling. Jimmy under-
stands the art of wobble seam
and then when he swaps ends he
tries to swing it, while Broad
seems to be learning even more.

“While they are both fit
and want to play, they play
every single Test match for me.
Unless there are injury doubts,
they are the first two on the list.”

Broad and Anderson have
played 117 Tests together, but
have fielded together only three
times in the last 15 Tests. 
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������ Inter Milan coach
Antonio Conte on Saturday
dismissed talk of a reported
move by the Chinese-owned
Italian club for Barcelona star
Lionel Messi.

“We’re talking fantasy
football, a situation that can-
not be approached at Inter for
many reasons,” Conte said.

Six-time Ballon d’Or win-
ner Messi, 33, has spent his
entire professional career at
Barcelona with his contract
due to expire in 2021.

“I don’t think there is a
madman in the world who
does not want Messi, but he is
really far from us and what we
want to build,” added the for-

mer Juventus & Chelsea coach.
Inter CEO Giuseppe

Marotta also brushed aside
talk that the northern side
wanted Messi to rival Juventus
star Cristiano Ronaldo.

“Leo is not our goal and
I don’t think he wants to
leave Barcelona,” said
Marotta. AFP
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Have no doubt that Messi will stay at Barca: Bartomeu
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